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PREFACE 

The present work is a  omp r tive study of  ristotle  nd K ut ily  on the  on ept of 

justice. The notion of justice has been a developing concept and it is in that process 

that we come across various discrepancies arising out of theological, moral, legal, 

secular, human rights, political and economic aspects, etc. throughout the history.  It 

is generally believed that justice is concerned with proper ordering of things and 

relationships among persons, distribution of resources and products, deterrence of 

crime and punishments within a society at a particular stage of its development. It was 

during 4
th

 and 3
rd

 century      th t there w s  n effort to  on eptu lize justi e  s   

virtue by Pl to  nd  ristotle in Greek on the one h nd  nd justi e  s  dministr tion by 

K ut ily  in Indi   

 I express my sincere gratitude to the authors whose works have directly or 

indirectly helped me in  omposing  nd expressing my ide s in the dissert tion  I h ve 

 lw ys   knowledged the origin l sour es of Pl to   ristotle  nd K ut ily  in the 

footnotes and have given further readings in the general bibliography. In citing the 

works of Plato  nd  ristotle on the one h nd  nd th t of K ut ily  on the other  I h ve 

used the most accurate available English translations. I am thankful to the translators. 

There are certain occasions where I have used Sanskrit terminology along with their 

English renderings.  There are various articles and online sources which have been of 

immense help in writing the dissertation. I am thankful to these authors too. 
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INTRODUCTION 

I, in the present study, will discuss comparatively the status of justice in Aristotle  nd 

K ut ily   The notion of justi e h s been   developing  on ept  nd it is in th t pro ess 

that we come across various discrepancies arising out of theological, secular, human 

rights, moral, legal, political and economic aspects, etc. all through the history.  It is 

generally believed that justice is concerned with proper ordering of things and 

relationships among persons, distribution of resources and products, deterrence of 

crime and punishments within a society at a particular stage of its development. It was 

during 4
th

 and 3
rd

 century B.C. that there was an effort to conceptualize justice as a 

virtue by Plato and  ristotle in Greek on the one h nd  nd justi e  s  dministr tion by 

K ut ily  in Indi   

Plato (427-347 BCE) is the first to have introduced justice as a cardinal virtue. By 

virtue (arête)  he me ns ‗ex ellen e  nd strength‘  Pl to proposes four   rdin l 

virtues- wisdom, courage, temperance and justice. He advances the theory that the 

soul has three independent parts: reason, spirit, and appetite, each of the three parts of 

the soul h s its own spe i l role to pl y in   hum n being‘s life   nd virtue  onsists in 

each of them playing its own role fully and in its harmony with others. Aristotle (384-

322   E) h s in orpor ted Pl to‘s views  nd h s distinguished two kinds of virtue:  ) 

Intellectual virtues comprising of wisdom, prudence, judgment, understanding and, b) 

Moral virtues comprising of liberality, justice, courage, temperance, etc. The correct 

w y to live is to follow something   lled the ‗do trine of the me n‘.  It is the 

Phronesis or practical wisdom, the golden mean between the excess and the 

deficiency of all kind of virtues as used by Aristotle that we can possibly vindicate an 
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  tion to be ‗just‘  nd thereby derive the notion of justi e  There is teleology involved 

in all the virtues in general and justice in particular. The aim of justice is to attain 

Eudaimonia.  

Distributive justice is a central notion in Aristotle. It deals with the distribution of 

wealth, resources and products among the members of a society. It employs geometric 

proportion: what each person receives is directly proportional to his merit, so a good 

person will receive more than a bad person. Wealth and honor be distributed 

according to virtue. The most virtuous people make the most significant contributions 

to the life of the state, so they have the right to the highest honors. Distributive justice 

reinfor es  ristotle‘s  risto r ti  bi s  Women  working men   nd sl ves do not h ve 

the freedom to fully exercise all the virtues, so they will necessarily receive a lesser 

sh re of the  ity‘s we lth   

Though Aristotle considers justice to be a virtue, it is not recorded in his table of 

virtues and vices; because it is a special case- just behavior is virtuous behavior, 

justice includes all the other virtues. Further, it is not the mean between two 

extremes—injustice itself is a single extreme. Justice involves restoring or ensuring 

b l n e fits very ni ely with  ristotle‘s do trine of the Mean. Justice is a mean state 

of people having their proper due while injustice involves people having either too 

much or too little.  

Vishnugupta  h n ky  K utily ‘s The Artha āstra   h    i n   o    alth an  

Welfare contains trayi or three parts; namely, ānvīs hikī an  vārttā and  an   anīti. 

 nvīs hikī – Logic & Reasoning comprises of the knowledge of  ā kh a   o a and 

Lokāyata besides the three Vedas-Sama, Rik and Yajur which constitute the triple 
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Vedas. These together with Atharvaveda and the Itihasaveda are (known as) the 

Vedas. As the triple Vedas definitely determine the respective duties the triple fours- 

varnas  āsramas & purushārthas- followed by  ikshā (phonetics), Kalpa (ceremonial 

injunctions), V ākarana (grammar), Nirukta (glossarial explanation of obscure Vedic 

terms), Chandas (prosody), and Astronomy form the Angas. Vārtā comprises 

activities related to agriculture, cattle-breeding and trade. It is most useful in that it 

brings in grains, cattle, gold, forest produce (kupya), and free labour (vishti). It is by 

means of the treasury and the army obtained, solely through Vārtā, that the king can 

hold under his control both his and his enemy's party. K ut ily ‘s Judi i l System 

called Dan anīti  or ―the s ien e of l w enfor ement‖ is  n import nt p rt of The 

Artha āstra  K ut ily   odified  modified   nd  re ted new l ws rel ted to:  redits  

securities, pledges, debts etc., buying and selling of property, inheritance and division 

of ancestral property, labour contracts, partnership, defamation and attack, robbery 

and violent stealing, and sexual crimes. He dealt with law and justice; issues relating 

to both the civil law and the criminal law. Water works such as reservoirs, 

embankments and tanks can be privately owned and the owner shall be free to sell or 

mortgage them. K ut ily  says that artha (sound economies/ earnings) is the most 

important; dharma and karma are dependent on it. K ut ily  proposed distributive 

justice regarding the wealth of the state which one could acquire lawfully either by 

inheritance or by the king‘s efforts  

K ut ily  proposed Honesty  F irness  nd Imp rti lity besides H ppiness  s the b si  

 h r  teristi s for effe tive l w enfor ement  Under the title ‗ dministr tion of 

Justi e‘  K ut ily  emph sized th t the effe tive l w enfor ement depended on the 

following three factors i.e. honesty, fairness and Impartiality  For K ut ily   l w 
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enforcers must be law-abiding and honest, it includes ruler too  For f irness  t judi i l 

level  K ut ily  emph sised on prompt tri ls  nd st nd rd of proofs  Not only honesty 

 nd f irness w s import nt for effe tive  dministr tion but  K ut ily  l id gre t 

emphasis on impartiality on part of law enforcers. Throughout the Artha āstra one 

  n noti e th t K ut ily   ontinuously stressed on imp rti lity in de ling with people 

and thus laid strict punishments for those who violate them.    

K ut ily  preferred monet ry fines to non-monet ry punishment  nd m king sure th t 

fines were p id-off  The  im of justi e is the h ppiness of the subje ts  nd the king  

K ut ily  s ys, in the happiness of his subjects lies the king's happiness, in their 

welfare his welfare. For this purpose, he has proposed certain basic features by which 

the King or Rājarishi must abide. These are as follows: ―  Rājarishi [a king, wise 

like a sage] is one who: has self-control, having conquered the [inimical temptations] 

of the senses, cultivates the intellect by association with elders, is ever active in 

promoting the security and welfare of the people, endears himself to his people by 

enriching them and doing good to them and avoids daydreaming, capriciousness, 

f lsehood  nd extr v g n e ‖
1
 

 A Rājarishi shall always respect those councilors and purohitas who warn him of the 

dangers of transgressing the limits of good conduct, reminding him sharply of the 

times prescribed for various duties and caution him even when he errs in private. A 

king can reign only with the help of others; one wheel alone does not move a chariot. 

Therefore, a king should appoint advisers as councillors and ministers and listen to 

their advice. The work of the government is diversified and is carried on 

                                                           
1
 Sih g    lbir  S  ―Kautilya on Administration of Justice during the Fourth Century B.C ‖ p. 361. 
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simultaneously in many different places, the king cannot do it all himself; he, 

therefore, has to appoint ministers who will implement it at the right time and place.  

The objective of the study is to bring out the similarities and dissimilarities between 

 ristotle  nd K ut ily  on justi e   oth of them h ve proposed distributive justi e 

regarding wealth, resources and products among the members of a community with 

certain differences. They have employed proportion: what each person receives is directly 

proportional to his merit, so a good person will receive more than a bad person.  oth 

 ristotle  nd K ut ily   in one w y or  nother  h ve proposed Honesty  F irness  nd 

Impartiality for the effective implementation of justice. Both of them have regarded 

justice as teleological with the aim of Eudaimonia or H ppiness  Even Pl to‘s  ttempt to 

re ognise the pl  e of   Gu rdi n is simil r to K ut ily ‘s Rājarishi. The guardians are the 

rulers, selected from childhood to go through tough training and education. As they grow 

older they are tested to determine which possess guardian qualities. This thinning occurs 

many times at different stages and subsequently some men, still highly qualified, are 

kicked out of the guardian program. These men join the auxiliaries, a warrior class made 

to defend the city. The guardians rule, the auxiliaries defend. A guardian or a Rājarishi 

has temperamental inclination toward philosophical thinking. Plato, in Apology and 

Phaedo, regards the philosopher above all others who excels at investigating serious 

questions about human life and at judging what is true and best. Likewise for K ut ily   

Rājarishi must be qualified enough on  ra i  Vārtā and Dan anīti.  

As a matter of fact, there are discrepancies in the notion of justice itself when we 

discuss justice as Harmony, Eudaimonia and  an anīti, etc. These concepts have 

evolved to address particular aspects of justice concerning institutions, distribution of 
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resources, deterrence of crime and theories of punishment, and so on. A number of 

important questions surrounding justice have been fiercely debated over the course of 

human history: What is justice? What does it demand of individuals and societies? 

What is the proper distribution of wealth and resources in society: equal, meritocratic, 

according to status, or some other arrangement? There are number of possible 

answers to these questions from divergent perspectives on the philosophical, political 

and economic spectrum. In this context, I shall be going to raise and discuss the 

problematic issues which are as follows: 

1. There are fundamental contestations concerning justice on the one hand and virtues 

like courage, temperance, compassion, liberality, charity, etc. on the other. 

Whereas justice is teleologically linked with goodness in Plato and Eudaimonia in 

Aristotle, other virtues have to satisfy the requirements of justice. Further for Plato 

justice consists in the harmony of the three parts of the soul i.e. reason, spirit and 

appetite; but for Aristotle, it is Phronesis or Golden mean through which 

teleologi  lly justi e is delivered  nd h ppiness is  tt ined   ristotle‘s distributive 

justice is a relationship between Phronesis, teleology and Eudaimonia. 

2. K ut ily  proposed Honesty  F irness  nd Imp rti lity  s the b si   h r  teristi s 

for effe tive l w enfor ement  K ut ily  preferred monet ry fines to non-

monetary punishment and making sure that fines were paid-off. The aim of 

justice is the happiness of the subjects and the king. 

3. It is  on erned with the simil rities  nd dissimil rities between  ristotle  nd 

K ut ily  on justi e   oth of them h ve proposed distributive justi e; have 

employed proportion with Honesty, Fairness and Impartiality for the effective 
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implementation of justice. Both of them have regarded justice as teleological 

with the aim of Eudaimonia or H ppiness  Even Pl to‘s  ttempt to re ognise the 

place of a Guardian is similar to K ut ily ‘s Rājarishi, though there are 

differences in details.  

I propose to adopt a method which is analytical, critical and comparative. It is 

analytical because I shall develop an understanding about various concepts in the 

realm of justice like Harmony, Goodness, Eudaimonia, Happiness, etc. It is critical 

and  omp r tive be  use I‘ll be dis ussing the positions  s distin t  s Pl to   ristotle 

 nd K ut ily   It is  omp r tive from   ross  ultur l  histori  l  nd linguisti  horizons  

The ideas of thinkers of very different traditions, especially culturally distinct 

traditions, are contested on the fullness of the notion of justice. The study will not 

simply be detecting similarities and distinctions and cataloguing the resemblances, 

rather the effort will be aimed at clarifying the doctrines of contestation, 

supplementing the arguments and thus helping the growth of philosophical heritage.  

The dissertation has been divided into three chapters besides Introduction and 

Conclusion. Chapter-1 is titled  s ―Justice as a Virtue: An Exposition and 

Examination‖  It dis usses fundamental contestation concerning justice on one hand 

and virtues like courage, temperance, compassion on the other hand. It has been 

divided into three parts: Part I: Plato on Justice as Harmony. It dis usses Pl to‘s 

conception of justice. Justice, for Plato, is teleologically linked with goodness and 

consist in the harmony of the three parts of soul i.e. reason, spirit and appetite. 

Aristotle, on the other hand, argues that it is the golden mean or phronesis through 

which teleologically justice is delivered and happiness is attained which is discussed 
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in Part-II of the chapter.  ristotle‘s distributive justi e is   rel tionship between 

Phronesis, Teleology and Eudaimonia. This have been briefly discussed in Part III of 

the chapter i.e. Aristotle on Distributive Justice. 

Chapter-2 is entitled  s ― aut il a on  usti   as Dan   anīti‖.  Dan    n ti is the s ien e of 

government or l w of enfor ement or  dministr tion  K ut ily  strongly believed th t 

role of  an   a is very important in the administration of justice. He firmly believes in 

the maxim: no  an   anīti, no state. Thus chapter focuses on K ut ily ‘s conception of 

justice as  an   anīti. The chapter has been divided into three parts. Part I discussed 

about Anavikshikī and Vārtā i.e. study of triple Vedas and study of economics 

respectively whi h h s been reg rded  s import nt by K ut ily  for Rājarishi  K ut ily  

proposed Honesty, Fairness and Impartiality on part of law enforcers as the basic 

characteristics for effective law enforcement discussion of it comprises Part II of the 

chapter. The  im of justi e in K ut ily ‘s  rth   str  is the happiness and welfare, of his 

subjects and the king, which has been discussed in part III of the chapter.  

Chapter-3 is titled  s ―Aristotl  an   aut il a on  usti    A Comparison an  

Contrast‖   s the title suggests this chapter is an attempt to compare and contrast 

 ristotle  nd K ut ily  on the notion of justice. The chapter is divided into three parts. 

In Part I, I will discuss th t both   ristotle  nd K ut ily   h ve proposed distributive 

justice, and have employed proportion for the effective implementation of justice. In 

Part II, I will discuss that both of them have regarded justice as teleological with the 

aim of Eudaimonia or H ppiness  Even Pl to‘s  ttempt to re ognise the pl  e of   

Guardian is similar to K ut ily ‘s Rājarishi, though there are differences in details 

which are discussed in Part III of the chapter.  
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CHAPTER-1 

JUSTICE AS A VIRTUE: AN EXPOSITION AND EXAMINATION 

I in this chapter will try to expound and examine the concept of justice as a virtue. As 

a matter of fact justice as a virtue has been developed in three different ways. In 

theology particularly in the old testament of the Bible, justice has been conceived as 

one of the acquired virtues like tolerance, courage, liberality etc. But for Plato justice 

is one of the cardinal virtues whereas for Aristotle it is a moral virtue.  It may be 

mentioned that virtues are the means to achieve certain ends and virtues are contrasted 

with values which are ends in themselves. In order to organize my discussion, I 

propose to divide my discussion into three parts. In Part-I: It will be discussed that 

Pl to‘s  on eption of justi e is teleologi  lly linked with goodness  nd  onsists in the 

harmony of the three parts of soul i.e. reason, spirit, and appetite. On the other hand, 

in Part -II, Aristotle argues that it is the golden mean or the Phronesis through which 

teleologi  lly justi e is delivered  nd h ppiness is  tt ined   ristotle‘s distributive 

justice is a relationship between Phronesis, Teleology, and Eudaimonia. This has been 

discussed in Part- III of the chapter i.e. Aristotle on Distributive Justice. 

Before I come to the Part-I of the chapter, I would like to mention that among 

so many philosophers who explored the concept of justice as a virtue, there are few 

which have attained perfection in doing so. It is deeply rooted in the bible that there are 

some virtues that come with blessing grace of God and are called infused virtues and 

some are acquired through constant effort on our part to do what is right and thus 

called acquired virtues. Acquired virtues like Wisdom, Understanding, Counsel, 

Fortitude, Knowledge, Piety and Fear of the Lord helps in perfecting infused virtues. 

Infused virtues are of two types: theological virtues and moral virtues. Former includes 
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the virtues of Faith, Hope, love and Charity; they have God as their direct object. And 

latter includes the virtues like Prudence, Justice, Fortitude and Temperance. Among all 

these infused virtues, regarding justice it is said that justice as an infused virtue 

predisposes a person to respect the rights of others and to solidify to them their exact 

due. Justice is brought to its utmost excellence by the Gift of Devotion. 

Apart from bible among the philosophers discourse on justice started with Pl to 

 nd  ristotle in the Western Philosophy  nd with K ut ily  in E stern Philosophy  

Plato is the one who believes that justice is something internal and relates to the soul. 

Justice is something which is inherent in individuals and the State. According to Plato, 

there are three faculties in an individual; reason, courage, and appetite. The proper 

relation of these faculties in an individual is what consists of justice. 

Another philosopher is Aristotle who discussed justice as an important virtue 

for the development of an individual and of society as well. He separated all the 

virtues into moral and intellectual. Moral virtues are concerned with character and 

intellectual virtues are concerned with the mind. The theory of the golden mean helps 

in recognizing that the virtues are the mean between two extremes. 

But compared to what those earlier philosophers have stated about justice, 

today the picture regarding justice has changed a lot. It has transformed to a bad state 

full of corruption, injustice and unfair mode of living. For Greek scholars, it was more 

a matter of individual concern because if the individual level maintains a proper 

control of justice, then automatically the societal level also will enjoy the good 

benefits. Justice as virtue enjoys high status in the taxonomy of virtues; in both Plato 

 nd  ristotle  They were  on erned with questions like ―How one should live?‖ 

―Wh t  re proper f mily  nd so i l v lues?‖ 
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Within the E stern Philosophy  K ut ily  is the one philosopher who believes 

that justice can be better known in terms of administration when someone has a fear 

of punishment at the same time. There are few people who are virtuous and just on 

their own and the rest needs to be checked through punishment. He actually favored 

the traditional way of bringing justice to the society in the sense where a king used to 

rule in accordance with dharma. 

When it comes to the concepts dealt in relation to justice as a virtue, there are 

so many theories and principles associated with it. There are concepts like harmony, 

fairness, impartiality, honesty, eudaimonia, and  an   anīti. These concepts have 

evolved to address particular aspects of justice concerning institutions, distribution of 

resources, and deterrence of crime and theories of punishment and so on. 

Plato and Aristotle took effort to conceptualize justice as a virtue. Plato in The 

Republic treats justice as an important virtue of individual and of the social order. He 

introdu ed justi e  s     rdin l virtue  In Pl to‘s The Republic one can notice, in 

dialogs with Thrasymachus, that justice is considered as the only virtue which 

promotes wellbeing  nd h ppiness  He quotes ―only the just m n is h ppy; injusti e 

involves unh ppiness‖ 
1
 Justice is the only virtue which promotes goodness. Justice, 

though, seems to co-exist with other virtues but stays as a supreme virtue, comprising 

all other virtues. In explaining role of justice in the individual soul, Plato clearly states 

that a just man is the one in which all other virtues are in harmony. This notion makes 

justice foundation for all other virtues. No doubt, for Plato, wisdom, courage, 

temperance and justice makes whole of virtue, but justice as virtue still underlines the 

understanding of all other virtues. 

                                                           
1
  Plato, 1941: 39. 
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A similar view on justice was held by Aristotle  ‗Me n‘ theory of  ristotle 

shows that justice is not part of virtue but whole of virtue as it comprises all other 

virtues   ristotle writes: ―justi e is  omplete virtue…hen e it is reg rded  s the 

sovereign virtue, and neither evening star nor morning st r is su h   wonder‖
2
. It is 

expressed in   proverb  s: ―In justi e is summed up the whole of virtue‖ 
3
 Justice as 

virtue is the only virtue which looks into caring for others. Only a just man can do 

justice to others. The same view was held by Socrates where, in discussion with 

Polemarachus he says; just man will never harm his enemies. Thus, we can say that 

justice as virtue shelters the entire arena of the individual behavior. It is a sum of all 

virtue. It is that quality which resides in individual and orders his life and soul with 

respect to the rights and duties of each part. 

Part-I: Plato on Justice as Harmony 

Plato begins his notable work The Republic with question ―Wh t is justi e?‖  eing   

student of Socrates, Plato makes Socrates speak in The Republic on all issues of 

justice, laws, and state. Socrates applied the dialectical method in his discussions. He 

carefully analyzed all the definitions of justice which were proffered. He refuted the 

definition of justi e given by Polem r hus i e  ―Justice is helping friends and harming 

enemies‖
4
  In series of dis ussion So r tes  onvin ed Polem r hus th t ―just m n is 

good, and business of harming people, whether friends or not, must belong to his 

opposite  the unjust‖  Next  in long series of dis ussion he also refuted Thrasymachus 

definition of justi e  s ―Justi e  s the interest of the stronger‖ 
5
 The refutation was 

                                                           
2
  Aristotle, 1953: 173. 

3
  Ibid., p. 173.  

4
  Plato, 1941: 7. 

5
  Ibid., p. 14. 
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carried out by means of analogies from arts- the art of medicine, the art of the 

shepherd, the art of navigation and so on. Thrasymachus asserted another point that 

unjust person is happier that just person. But Socrates proves that a just man is 

happier than the unjust because the soul of a just man performs the various functions 

of the human soul well. After refuting all the definitions on justice and after proving 

that a just life is to be favored more than the unjust life. Plato quotes Justice as 

―minding one‘s own business‖ 
6
 So  to Pl to  ―justi e‖  onsists in every man doing his 

own job  nd he  lso re ognizes justi e  s ―h rmony‖ 
7
 

Let us now examine these two principles of justice in detail in the following section. 

J    ce    d   g   e’   w  b    e   

Long before the definition of a just individual has been presented, another definition 

of justi e h s been given whi h doesn‘t give the slightest clue of inner parts of the 

soul. In book IV, Plato first defines justice in state: 

―You remember how  when we first began to establish our commonwealth 

and several times since, we have laid down, as a universal principle, that 

everyone ought to perform the one function in the community for which his 

nature best suited him. Well, I believe that that principle or some form of it, is 

justice.-surely we have often heard people say that justice means minding 

one‘s own business  nd not meddling with other men‘s  on erns…- Well, 

th t my friend  it m y be th t minding‘s one‘s own business  when it t kes   

 ert in form  is   tu lly the s me thing  s justi e ‖
8
 

                                                           
6
  Plato, 1974: 204. 

7
  Ibid   p  218  Quoting Justi e  s ―h rmony‖  nd ―minding one‘s own work‖ does not imply th t  

justice has been defined rather they both refers to principles of justice. At many instances in The 

Republic the quotes has been referred as principles of justice rather than definitions of justice. It is 

difficult to understand what justice is, from these two phrases. It is only when Plato examines two 
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Justice is thus a kind of specialization which motivates a person to accomplish 

the obligations of one‘s business  nd at the same time tries not to intrude with the 

obligations of others business, and it resides in the mind of those citizens who does 

their duties in their designated place. It is that unique principle which laid basis of the 

State, it is in f  t followed throughout  ―the prin iple of one m n one job  of ‗minding 

one‘s own business‘  in the sense of doing the job for whi h one is n tur lly fitted  nd 

not interfering with other people‖   

Thus for Plato justice consists in non-interference and injustice will mean 

attack and infringement upon the rights and duties of other people. 

Justice is harmony 

The concept of harmony has been popular in ethical discussions of Greek 

philosophers
9
. Heraclitus was the first one to emphasis on the theory of harmony. 

According to him, human action should strive for the conservancy of a right harmony 

among the different components of the soul. The well-known quote of Heraclitus 

―W r is the f ther of us  ll‖ implies the primary role of the harmonization of 

opposites in cosmogony.‖
10

 For Plato, harmony is a just relation between the three 

groups of the state and the three parts of the individual soul. In Aristotle, we meet the 

concept as the virtuous "mean" preventing contrary human propensities from 

operating to excess. No explicit definition of harmony is found in writings of these 

philosophers. Only, its relation to various concepts has been mentioned. We learn that 

                                                           
9
 ―It is believed in Greek mythology, the beautiful goddess Harmonia (Αρμονία) is the daughter of 

Ares -the god of war- and Aphrodite. Harmonia is the deity who connects and harmonizes the 

opposites. She is a new Aphrodite. Her husband was Cadmus, who founded the Greek city of 

Thebes ‖  

 Chisholm, Hugh, ed. (1911)  "H rmoni ‖  Encyclopedia Britannica. (11th ed.). Cambridge 

University Press. 
10

  Gr h m  D niel W   ―Her  litus‖  The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy. 
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the universal elements of fire and water ought to be related harmoniously; that desires, 

reason, and spirit, should harmonize their functions (Plato); and that human 

tendencies to excess should be brought into harmony by a compromising "mean" 

(Aristotle). 

Justice is conceptualized as a harmonious association among the different 

parts of a state in Pl to‘s The Republic. Plato envisions a just city as that which 

balances the governing class, the soldier class, and the employed class. Similarly, a 

just man for Plato is one who harmoniously balances the inconsistent desires within 

himself in order to be a happy and fair man. Hence, for Plato, justice is doing and 

having what belongs to ones.  

The idea of justice as harmony comes up first, when Plato determines the 

virtues of state, with the special object of discovering justice among them. Next, when 

he investigates the nature of the soul and shows that the virtues of the state are merely 

expressions of the inward conditions of the soul. Finally, he states that a just soul and 

state is one in which all virtuous parts are in harmony. And these virtuous parts are: 

wisdom courage and temperance
.11

 

Let us now, examine the structure of soul or psyche.
12

 The soul is divided into 

three parts, the appetitive, spirited, and the rational.
13

 

The part called appetitive comprises all our myriad desires for several 

pleasures, luxuries, bodily gratifications, and physical comfort. It is the part of the 

                                                           
11

  Pl to does not   ll them ‗virtues‘   nd the tr nsl tions therefore uses the more neutr l term 

qualities. 
12

  Psyche refers to conscious, unconscious part of human mind. Term psyche in ancient times is 

rendered as soul. 
13

  Plato, 1941: 129-138. 
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soul that can be hungry for immoral gratification and has no rational consciousness in 

its desires. This element of the soul is represented by a horse.  

This leads us to define another part in the soul, The Rational part; this part 

keeps the appetitive part in the control and empowers the soul to discriminate between 

what is good and bad, right and wrong. The part called rational is that part in the soul 

that calculates and makes balanced decisions having the good of the whole soul as its 

interest. It is like a charioteer who guides the horses and chariot. Rational help us to 

understand and think before we act and also gives us ability to form decisions. It 

evaluates different options rationally and tries to test what is best and correct of all. 

The third part is the spirited; it is that part of the soul that is brave, energetic 

and strong willed.
14

 This part gets heated when it observes the presence of an 

injustice. This is the part of us that loves challenges and victory. It also loves honor 

and winning.
15

 

The above discussion of different part of soul aimed to show that soul has 

different drives, and if the soul has to be kept on the just path then it must follow 

some kind of hierarchy. For Plato, the spirited part in association with rational part 

must control over the appetitive part. The discussion of different parts of the soul 

might provide an idea concerning the definitions of Justice which we discussed above, 

but we should now examine the structure of the state. 

                                                           
14

  Plato's use of the term "spirited" here is not the same as "spiritual." He means "spirited" in the 

same sense that we speak of a high-spirited horse, for example, one with lots of energy and power. 
15

  Pl to‘s  n lysis of three p rts of soul doesn‘t intend to  over  omplete psy hology  It is  on erned 

with factors involved in moral behaviour. It is not scientific analysis of mind but general 

 l ssifi  tion of impulses  nd motives  In Pl to‘s myth of  re tion the three p ts  re lodged in the 

head, the chest and the belly and organs of generation. Rational alone is immortal and separable 

from the body.  
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The state is also divided into three classes:
16

 first, Ruler who possesses wisdom; 

second, Auxiliaries who possess courage and third, a worker who possess self-discipline.  

When  ll three  l sses  gree on ‗who ought to rule‘ there is h rmony between them  The 

class of workers performs a particular form of labor. For example, they provide basic 

necessities like food, clothes to the state. They are expected to be temperate, disciplined, 

self-controlled, obedient and dutiful to their ruler and auxiliaries. Plato writes: 

―Then don‘t we   ll him self-disciplined when all these three elements are in 

friendly and harmonious agreement, when reason and its subordinates are all 

agreed that reason should rule and there is no civil war among them?  That 

exactly what we mean by self-controller or discipline in a city or in an 

individu l ‖
17

 

The class of soldiers has spirit; they must be courageous and well educated to 

protect citizens. They must possess the loyal attitude towards the nation and must 

defend the state from external and internal enemies. They must not harm the people 

even though they are naturally stronger. 

Next, is the class of rulers who possess wisdom  to this Pl to writes: ― nd we 

call him wise in virtue of that small part of him which is in control and issues the 

orders‘  knowing  s it does wh t is best for e  h of the three elements  nd for the 

whole m de up of them ‖
18

 

The keen interest of a ruler is in the welfare of his state and its citizens. It is 

advised that the ruler must not seek for fame, glory and name rather a good ruler is 

expected to perform his duty wisely by taking burdens of it. The rulers must work 

within its power and must do everything to preserve its state. 
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This division of people in the state is done according to their natural abilities.
19

 

The soldiers lack wisdom and workers lack both courage and wisdom so they are 

naturally unsuitable for the task of ruling. Plato uses the analogy of gold, silver and 

bronze to explain this division i.e. the golden people are people with wisdom 

therefore they are suitable to rule, the silver people are people with courage therefore 

they are suitable to guard and the bronze are the ones with obedience therefore they 

are best naturally suitable to work. Thus, a man is just when there is harmony between 

all three parts.  

A man is By virtue of (3 Parts in soul) 3 classes in state 

1. WISE REASON RULER 

2. BRAVE SPIRIT AUXILIARY 

3. SELF- DISCIPLINED APPETITIVE WORKER or COMMON-MAN 

4. JUST HARMONY that exist in all 

three parts: reason, spirit and 

appetitive. 

A state is JUST when each of its classes 

is performing its duties harmoniously 

without interfering in  nother‘s job  

 

Thus by drawing a parallel between state (society) and individual, since the 

qualities of a community are those of the component individuals, Plato shows that 

justice is identical in the soul and in the state. This correspondence suggests that both 

the class of workers and appetitive part of the soul share the quality of self-discipline 

as they have to be temperate in their desire. Also, both the class of auxiliaries and 

spirited part of soul share the quality of courage for they have to be strong-willed in 

their desire. Lastly, the class of Guardian and the rational part share the quality of 

wisdom for they have to control other two parts of state and soul.  

                                                           
19

  Pl to‘s division of  l ss w s not b sed on   ste system where‘s m n position is determined by 

birth  In Pl to‘s Republi  m n‘s position w s determined on his   p  ity  nd  tt inments  Pl to 

insisted ―that every man is to be assigned to the rank and function for which his character and the 

 bilities fit him wh tever his p rent ge m y be‖ Pl to  1955: 134  
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The question that backs the definition of justice as harmony is: would a soul 

be called just soul if any one of its parts takes over other parts and performs actions 

whi h it otherwise shouldn‘t h ve? The  nswer is No  for  in Pl to‘s view  the just 

soul cannot be identified without order and harmony between its parts. For Plato the 

situation, in which all the three classes performs their respective duties and at the 

same time agree to each other and have understanding within; that situation is the 

finest for the individual and state. Thus, we can also say that human virtue depends 

upon how these three parts interact with one another. 

Could a state in which the shoemaker or a builder rule, the auxiliary is a 

shoemaker and the guardian plays the part of a soldier be a just state?  Or we can put 

it as if shoemaker or an auxiliary tried to exchange their job, wouldn‘t this do a great 

d m ge to   st te? To this Pl to st tes: ―Interferen e by the three  l sses with e  h 

other‘s jobs   nd inter h nge of jobs between them  therefore  does the gre test h rm 

to our st te   nd we  ert inly justified in   lling it the worst of evils ‖
20

 

To underst nd Pl to‘s ide  of   just state we must consider that each 

individual is performing those activities which he or she is naturally fit to do but if 

people perform duties opposite to their nature that would surely lead to destruction of 

a state. For Plato, virtue lies in performing the part for which a person is naturally fit 

for. That is to say virtue is when a wise man rules, strong man guards and talented 

man work and when this happens it pays to the virtue of the whole state 

The important question that certainly has to be asked is, as we have now 

understood what Plato means by justice, how this justice within different parts could 
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exist. In other words, how harmony could exist in three parts of the soul? The method 

of control and education helps in answering this question. The reason having wisdom 

and foresight should control other two parts. But, to this the question that arises is why 

would spirited and appetitive obey to reason. Or to put it in a more useful way how can 

spirited and appetitive be persuaded to obey reason; as reason alone has power for 

foresight and wisdom. The answer to me, thus, seems in the method of education. It is 

only by physical and intellectual training that spirited and appetitive can be brought to 

obey the reason. Not only, spirited and appetitive but also reason should be trained and 

educated in rational arguments and higher studies, says Plato. He writes: 

― nd this  on ord between them is effe ted   s we s id  by    ombin tion of 

intellectual and physical training, which tunes up the reason by a training in 

rational argument and higher studies, and tones down and soothes the element 

of ―spirit‖ by h rmony  nd rhythm…When these two elements h ve been 

brought up, and trained and educated to their proper function, they must be 

put in  h rge of  ppetite  whi h forms the gre ter p rt of e  h m n‘s m ke-up 

and is naturally insatiable. They must prevent it taking its fill of the so-called 

physical pleasures, for otherwise it will get too large and strong to mind its 

own business and will try to subject and control the other elements, which it 

has no right to do, and so wre k the life of  ll of them ‖
21

 

Another problem that crops up is who is wise enough to govern the state? To 

this Plato answers in The Republic that for justice to exist in state philosophers should 

become kings or in other words when kings become philosopher‘s justice prevails in 

society.
22

 At this instant, Plato claims that a king can rule in a just manner if he has 

knowledge of the true form of justice i.e. true knowledge of the forms  ―Forms 
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resemble the laws of the nature sought by modern natural science: a law is an unseen 

intelligible principle, a unity underlying an unlimited multiplicity of similar 

phenomen    nd supposed to be un lter ble‖
23

. The forms represent the ultimate truth. 

In order to explain what ultimate truth is Plato uses the analogy of the divided 

line. A vertical line, divided into two unequal parts i.e. intelligible and visible, 

represents states of mind or condition of soul.  Both the parts are sub-divided into two 

equal parts in same ratio whereas the high sub-part in each is longer. The lowest part 

in visible represent shadows, images and mere reflections of physical things and 

higher part of visible represents physical things itself. These sub-parts correspond to 

the knowledge of the illusion (eikasia) and belief (pistis). The second realm called 

intelligible this realm is also called the realm of thoughts. In this realm soul makes a 

hypothesis based on the things discovered is higher part of visible. This realm consists 

of mathematical entities.  

In the higher part of the intelligible realm, the soul reaches to an understanding 

of the true forms. This stage has left far behind the stage of thoughts. The real form of 

justice is one of them. With huge difficulty and enormous education, the soul reaches 

this level of understanding. When the soul of a philosopher-king‘s reaches at this level 

of understanding he is no more interested in rewards like glory and fame as he is 

engaged with the real forms. He then strives to help others to move on the path of 

justice and truth. A ruler thus becomes fit to rule the state as he has acquired this 

knowledge of forms. He becomes wise enough to; take care of his people and to act in 

the interest of the whole state as if it is in his own interest. 
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While discussing the theory of justice according to Plato also brings forth the 

idea of happiness which is known as eudaimonia. Plato's ethical theory is eudaimonist 

as it upholds that eudaimonia rest on the virtue that is to say Virtue is essential 

for eudaimonia. In The Republic, there is a second argument where Socrates proves to 

Thrasymachus that just man is happier than unjust man. Using the function argument, 

he argues that a man needs justice to enable him to perform his own particular 

function and so to achieve happiness. 

The discussion goes like this: 

Socrates :  ‗  n you see with  nything but eyes?‘ 

Thrasymachus :    ‗No‘ 

Socrates :   ‗ g in    n you he r with  nything but e rs?‘ 

Thrasymachus :   ‗ ert inly not‘  

Socrates :     ‗So we   n rightly   ll these the fun tion of eye  nd e r ‘ 

Thrasymachus :     ‗Yes‘ 

Socrates :     ‗Sh ll we then   ll this its ―fun tion‖?‘ 

Thrasymachus :   ‗Yes  let us ‘ 

Socrates :   ‗ nd h s not everything whi h h s   fun tion its own p rti ul r 

excellence (virtue)? Let me take the same example again. The eyes 

have a fun tion  h ve they not?‘ 

Thrasymachus :     ‗They h ve‘  

Socrates : ‗H ve they  lso their own p rti ul r ex ellen e?‘ 

Thrasymachus : ‗They h ve their ex ellen e  lso ‘ 

Socrates :    ‗ nd is not the s me true of everything else?‘ 

Thrasymachus :   ‗Yes  it is ‘ 

Socrates :   ‗ ome  then;  ould the eyes properly perform their fun tion if inste d 

of their own pe uli r ex ellen e they h d the  orresponding defe t?‘ 

Thrasymachus : ‗How  ould they? For you me n  I suppose  blindness inste d of 

sight?‘ 
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Socrates :  ‗So we can say that the ears, if deprived of their own peculiar 

ex ellen e  perform their fun tion b dly ‘ 

Thrasymachus :    ‗ ert inly‘  

Socrates :  ‗Then m y we  ssume th t the s me  rgument  pplies in  ll other 

  ses?‘ 

Thrasymachus :   ‗I   ses ‘ 

Socrates :      ‗Wh t  bout life? Is not th t   fun tion of mind?‘ 

Thrasymachus :     ‗Very mu h so‘  

Socrates :     ‗ nd the mind will surely h ve its pe uli r ex ellen e?‘ 

Thrasymachus :    ‗It will‘  

Socrates :  ‗It follows therefore th t   good mind will perform the function of 

 ontrol  nd  ttention well    b d mind b dly ‘ 

Thrasymachus :   ‗It follows ‘ 

Socrates :   ‗ nd we  greed  did we not  th t justi e w s the pe uli r ex ellen e 

of the mind  nd injusti e its defe t?‘ 

Thrasymachus :    ‗We did ‘ 

Socrates :    ‗So the just mind  nd the just m n will h ve   good life   nd the 

unjust   b d life?‘ 

Thrasymachus :    ‗So it  ppe rs from your  rgument‘  

Socrates :    ‗ ut the m n who h s   good life is prosperous  nd h ppy  nd his 

opposite the reverse?‘ 

Thrasymachus :  ‗Of  ourse‘  

Socrates :   ‗So the just m n is h ppy   nd the unjust m n miser ble?‘ 

Thrasymachus :     ‗So be it ‘
24

 

So, from above discussion we can say that, for Socrates justice leads to 

happiness because just man is happy than the unjust man. 
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In this section so far we have been looking into how Socrates refuted the 

definitions of justice given by his contemporaries such as Polemarachus and 

Thrasymachus. Also, we have delved into how Plato advances the theory that the soul 

has three independent parts: reason, spirit, and appetite, each of the three parts of the 

soul h s its own spe i l role to pl y in   hum n being‘s life   nd virtue  onsists in e  h 

of them playing its own role fully and in its harmony with others. In the next Part-II of 

the present chapter we will discuss about  ristotle‘s view on justi e who h s 

in orpor ted Pl to‘s views  nd h s distinguished two kinds of virtue:  ) Intelle tu l 

virtues comprising of wisdom, understanding, judgment and prudence and, b) Moral 

virtues consisting of liberality, justice, courage, temperance, etc. and suggested that the 

 orre t w y to live is to follow something   lled the ‗do trine of the me n‘. 

Part-II: Aristotle on Phronesis and Eudaimonia 

In Nichomachean Ethics, Aristotle asks the question, what is happiness, what is the 

true thing to live for? And to answer it he asks, what is the function of a man? He 

defined virtue as correlative to function or simply as excellence of work or the 

excellence in the performance of the function. 

There is an argument which states that everything, which has a function- 

everything that is to say, which does or produces anything- has a corresponding 

virtue. That quality of a thing which enables it to perform its function is called the 

virtue of a thing. For example, the function of the soul is to live well.
 25

 Its virtue then 

will be that quality which enables it to live well. 
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So, if we are right in saying that justice is the virtue of man and, it is the just 

man and not the unjust man who lives well, and to live well is to be happy, then it 

becomes important for us to analyze the concept of happiness and to discover the way 

through which we can realize it. 

The Republic and Nichomachean Ethics seem different at first glance because 

the Republic is concerned with justice, whereas the Nichomachean Ethics with 

eudaimonia. But for Plato, justice and eudaimonia are not separate issues. This is 

because Plato's discussion of justice is to find how one should live. Similarly, 

Nichomachean Ethics shows that the concept of eudaimonia itself is to answer the 

question of what is the ultimate human good or end. 

Plato, in The Republic, answers to a challenge made by 

the Sophist Thrasymachus, that conventional morality, particularly justice, prevents 

the strong man from achieving eudaimonia. The basic argument presented by 

Thrasymachus is th t justi e doesn‘t help in the achieving eudaimonia because 

conventional morality needs that we regulate our desires and thus continue an 

unsatisfied life. It is distinctly discussed in Book II of The Republic when Glaucon, 

taking up Thrasymachus' challenge, recounts a myth of the magical ring of Gyges
26

. 

―   ording to the myth  Gyges be omes king of Lydi  when he stumbles 

upon a magical ring, which, when he twisted inside of his hand, makes him invisible 

to his companions, he was astonished and began fingering the ring again, and turned it 

outwards, whereupon he became visible again. When he realized the power of the ring 

he thought that he can satisfy any desire he wishes without fear of punishment. When 

he discovers the power of the ring, he kills the king, marries his wife, and takes over 
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the throne. The thrust of Glaucon's challenge is that no one would be just if he could 

escape the retribution he would normally encounter for fulfilling his desires at whim. 

But if eudaimonia is to be achieved through the satisfaction of desire, whereas being 

just or acting justly requires suppression of desire, then it is not in the interests of the 

strong man to act according the dictates of conventional morality. Throughout the rest 

of The Republic, Plato aims to refute this claim by showing that the justice as virtue is 

necessary for eudaimonia ‖ 

In The Republic Plato gives a brief account of eudaimonia. It is only in Aristotle 

that we find a detailed analysis of the concept of eudaimonia. Not only this, but 

Aristotle discusses in detail how one could reach to eudaimonia through Phronesis. 

Basically, Aristotle identifies a human function with the rational faculty of the 

soul, and further divided it into practical and theoretical. The practical part he called, 

Phronesis or practical wisdom and the theoretical part he called, Sophia or wisdom. 

Wisdom is a combination of intuition and scientific knowledge, involving a deep 

understanding of the natural world. Wisdom is the highest of all intellectual virtues 

because it involves a profound understanding of the eternal truths of the universe. 

Such understanding is brought about by philosophy. However, the Ethics is concerned 

with the applied and non-eternal matters of the human world, so contemplative 

reasoning gets comparatively brief discussion. Same is the case with technical skill or 

art because it does not fall within the space of the Ethics.  

―Pr  ti  l wisdom or Phronesis , says Aristotle, is a true and reasoned state of 

c p  ity to   t with reg rd to the things th t  re good or b d for m n‖
27

 ―So while 

practical wisdom involves knowledge of what is good or bad, it is not merely 
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theoretical knowledge, but a capacity to act on such knowledge as well.‖
28

 Phronesis 

is not a moral virtue rather an intellectual virtue, but it is very closely connected to the 

moral virtues. Aristotle in Book VI, before discussing Phronesis, discusses another 

two types of knowledge i.e. Episteme
29

 (Scientific Knowledge) and Techne
30

 (Skill 

and Crafts). Episteme  on erns theoreti  l knowledge  It denotes ‗know-why‘  It is 

associated to scientific knowledge. Its attributes are universal, invariable, and context-

independent  Episteme w s reg rded  s   p rtner to te hne   Te hne denotes ‗know 

how‘  The Greek word translates to craftsmanship, craft, or art. It appeared as an art to 

ancient Greeks. It is oriented toward production, its characteristics are variable, 

context- dependent, pragmatic. 

Phronesis emphasizes on practical knowledge and ethics. It means practical 

wisdom. It is deliberations about values with references to praxis. Its characteristics 

are Pragmatic, variable, context-dependent, oriented towards action. Some important 

features of Phronesis are
31

: 

1. ―Practical wisdom is not concerned with the universals alone; it must also take 

cognizance of particulars, because it is concerned with conducts, and conducts 

h s its sphere in p rti ul r  ir umst n es ‖ 

2. ―Pr  ti  l wisdom is concerned with human goods, i.e. things about which 

deliberation is possible.‖ 

3. ― nd the m n who is good  t deliber tion gener lly is the one who   n  im  by 

the help of his   l ul tion   t the best of the goods  tt ined by m n ‖ 
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Aristotle distinguished between wisdom (Sophia) and practical wisdom phronesis 

in the following manner. Wisdom comprises reasoning regarding universal truths while 

practical wisdom or phronesis comprises a proficiency of rational thinking. Aristotle was 

of the opinion that phronesis or practical wisdom is important in addition to Sophia or 

wisdom in order to become a virtuous man. Being virtuous, for Aristotle meant following 

the p th between two extremes  nd  voiding the vi es  He   lled this the ―me n‖ of   

virtue. For example, modesty is the mean between shyness and shamelessness, liberality 

is the mean between prodigality and illiberality/meanness etc. 

To maintain this balance is not an easy task. This is because the path between 

the virtues is not always in the same place–it can lie closer to one end of the spectrum 

or the other, depending on changing circumstances.  Thus the challenge is to seek a 

virtue a lying between two extremes, and this requires practical wisdom. For this 

reason, ―Aristotle believed that practical wisdom was the virtue that made all the other 

virtues possible. Without the correct application of practical wisdom, the other virtues 

would be lived too much or too little and turn into vices.‖
32

 

Another reason as to why we need practical wisdom is to achieve eudaimonia. 

Aristotle believed that everything has an aim or purpose- there is telos involved in 

everything. ―Achieving this purpose led to arête or excellence. The telos of man was 

eudaimonia which is happiness or flourishing–a life lived to its utmost. The path 

to eudaimonia is paved with decisions made with practical wisdom.‖
33

 The better 

decisions one takes in life, the better he progresses and also better he lives. In short, 

practical wisdom is the path to true happiness and satisfaction. Practical wisdom 
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cannot be taught, but requires experience of life and virtue
34

. Only the person who is 

good knows what is good, according to Aristotle. 

One comes up with certain essentials of Phronesis on reading of Book VI they are: 

 Deliberative skill- According to Aristotle, practically wise man is one who can 

deliberate; deliberation is not about ends but about means. It is a course that helps 

in attaining the ends envisaged by practical wisdom or Phronesis. Deliberation is 

the heart of phronesis. It develops through experience. 

 Actions- for Aristotle, to know what a wise thing is- not enough. Throughout 

Nichomachean Ethics, he st tes th t ―pr  ti  l wisdom is bound up with   tion ‖ 

All reasoning and deliberation are a  waste without being put into actions. 

 Experience- Aristotle strongly held that phronesis could be gained only by 

experience. At many instances, he linked phronesis with skill like carpentry. He 

held that a person cannot become a master carpenter by reading books unless he 

practically works with tools and woods. The same case is with phronesis. One 

becomes practically wise when one makes more judgments and takes decisions. 

This is the only key i.e. experience can only make one practically wise. 

There are certain objections raised against Phronesis: Aristotle maintains that 

phronesis requires virtue. We cannot understand what justice is without being just. 

The argument given by various philosophers is that to understand what is right 

everyone is sufficiently rational, and to know what is right or wrong through their 

conscience. Virtue theorist reply to such objection as: if someone has a completely 

depr ved  h r  ter  perh ps they re lly don‘t know wh t is just or unjust   ut most 

people will have enough understanding of justice to make a moral decision. 
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  In Book II of Nichomachean Ethics, Aristotle in discussion of moral and intellectual virtues 

mentions that intellectual virtues owes both its birth and its growth to teaching for which reason it 

requires time and experience. Phronesis being intellectual virtue also requires both experience and 

time. 
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Furthermore, people can improve their knowledge of what is just by becoming more 

virtuous people. This involves reforming their character. 

Another objection is: What about cases in which virtue seems to conflict? For 

example, can we show justice and mercy together, or do we have to choose? Here, the 

theory of practical wisdom is in the same position as deontology- you need practical 

wisdom to understand what each virtue actually requires you to do in this particular 

situation. 

Regardless of these objections phronesis remains important virtue which 

directs us in the right way of an action. Also, it is said that a practically wise person 

has a true grasp of eudaimonia. Thus, phronesis occupies the central focus in the 

discussion of intellectual virtues by Aristotle. Let us now look at what eudaimonia 

consists of according to Aristotle. Eudaimonia is a key term in ancient Greek moral 

philosophy  is st nd rdly tr nsl ted  s ―h ppiness‖ or ―flourishing‖  nd o   sion lly 

 s ―well-being ‖   ‗Eudaimonist‘ is   m n who holds th t h ppiness is the summum 

bonum or supreme end of life
35

. At the end of the function argument in 

Nichomachean Ethics Aristotle offers an initial description of his view of the human 

good or eudaimonia. He writes: 

―The hum n good turns out to be the activity of soul in accordance with 

virtue, and if there are more than one virtue, in accordance with the best and 

most  omplete   ut we must  dd ‗in    omplete life‘  For one sw llow does 

not make a summer, nor does a day; and so too one day, or a short time, does 

not m ke   m n blessed  nd h ppy‖
36

 

                                                           
35

  It is worth noticing that when eudaimonia is translated as happiness it is not something as pleasure, 

an ethical man lives an enjoyable life, but he will not live a life of pleasure. Aristotle is a 

eudaemonist, but not a hedonist. For Aristotle a man who views happiness as succession of 

pleasure has a life of cattle. 
36

  Aristotle, 1972: 14. 
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 ristotle immedi tely writes: ―let this serve as an outline of the good; for we 

must presum bly first sket h it roughly   nd then l ter fill in det ils‖
37

. Aristotle said 

so because; this distinction of eudaimonia as activity of soul and eudaimonia as a 

 omplete life involves  ristotle‘s further distinction of moral virtues (virtues of 

characters) and intellectual virtues (virtues of thoughts). Virtues of the character 

include dispositions as temperance, courage, generosity, and justice. Virtues of 

thought include wisdom, and practical wisdom (Phronesis). Activities following from 

these virtues are the primary component of eudaimonia. 

Virtue ethicist agrees that a virtuous life is essential for eudaimonia. They also 

claim that a life dedicated to bodily pleasure or the acquirement of wealth is not a life 

of eudaimon, but a fruitless or wasted life. Now who is a eudaimon? 

“Eu aimon lives well and acts well, for it (i.e. eudaimonia) has been pretty 

well defined as a sort of well-living and well-acting.  To call a man eudaimon 

is to say something about how he lives and what he does. The notion of 

eudaimon is closely tied, in a way in which the notion of happiness is not, to 

success: the eudaimonia is a man who makes a success of his life and actions, 

who realizes his aims and ambitions as a man, who fulfills himself‖ 
 38

 

Aristotle in Nichomachean Ethics presents two accounts of eudaimonia or 

happiness. First in Book I, he defines eudaimonia  s  n ―  tivity of the soul
39

 in 

   ord n e with virtue‖  Here he identifies ‗h ppiness‘ with summum bonum  Then in 

 ook X he spe ifies th t:   tivity in whi h ‗h ppiness‘ prin ip lly  onsist is 

‗ ontempl tion‘    eudaimonic life is the life of virtue, complimented by other external 

goods and good fortune. 
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  Ibid., p. 14. 
38

  Aristotle, 1953: 34. 
39

  To have a soul or psu h  is  in  ristotle‘s view  simply to be alive or animate: activities of the 

soul‘  re things whi h living  re ture by their n ture   n   nd in nim te things by their n ture 

  nnot  do  Sti ks  nd stones  re disqu lified from ‗h ppiness‘ by the s me de ree th t b rs them 

from thought perception and reproduction: they are not endowed with life. 
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Aristotle states that eudaimonia is the telos (final purpose) or it is end in itself. 

All virtues moral or intellectual are for the sake of happiness, one judge that by means 

of these virtues a person can live a eudaimonic (happy) life. The Aristotelian view of 

eudaimonia depends on virtue in accordance with reason, but virtue alone is not 

enough- the goods of a pleasant life including wealth, friends, power, honor, and good 

fortune are also important, and without them eudaimonia is close to impossible.
40

 

Happiness, as an activity that serves as an end in itself, is our chief goal in life. We 

should not confuse happiness with pleasure, though. Pleasure does not seem to be 

happiness if it is somehow involved in it: a person might be experiencing constant 

pleasure, but this doesn‘t me n th t he or she is h ppy;  lso    onstant pain in 

someone‘s life does not imply th t he or she is unh ppy  The highest form of h ppiness 

is  ontempl tion   ut wh t  fter  ll  is  ontempl tion? ―The  ristoteli n  ontempl tor is 

no monkish ascetic; he is not a seeker after wisdom but possessors of it. Contemplation 

is not an oriental meditation, but it involves a voluntary surrender of intellectual control, 

where s  ristotle  le rly thinks of  ontempl tion  s  ons iously dire ted   tivities‖
41

. 

―The  ristoteli n  ontempl tor is   m n who h s  lready acquired 

knowledge; and what he is contemplating is precisely this knowledge already 

present in his mind. Contemplation is something like a review or survey of 

existing knowledge: the contemplator is engaged in the orderly inspection of 

truths which he already possesses; his task consists in bringing them forward 

from recesses of his mind, and arranging them fittingly in the full light of 

 ons iousness‖
42

. 
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  Epicureans saw eudaimonia to be life of pleasure without pain, employing virtue as a tool to 

achieve maximum pleasure. But Aristotle states clearly that life of pleasure is not same as 

eudaimonic life. Aristotle represents fairly refined species of utilitarianism: a view that the only 

ultimate good thing in the world is happiness of sentient being; Aristotle is thus a precursor of the 

great English Utilitarians J. Bentham and J.S.Mill. But their account of happiness seems to be ego 
41

  Aristotle, 1953: 37-38. 
42

  Ibid., pp.37-38. 
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Now the man who follows or obeys his reason will act in accordance with the 

moral virtues or excellence of character; this type of man will, according to Aristotle, 

be courageous, temperate, liberal, just and so on- in short, he will be precisely the sort 

of man we should ordinarily be prepared to hail as morally good. And only morally 

good man whose actions are in accordance with virtues will achieve eudaimonia. 

Unlike a God, however, a human being needs friends and other external goods 

if he is to have a eudaimon life, he cannot survive on a diet of contemplation alone. 

Since the life of the gods consist in contemplation alone, their nature, which that life 

actualizes and expresses, must be self- sufficient for it. In order for eudaimonia to 

make a human life worthy of choice and lacking in nothing needs some other thing to 

this Aristotle writes: 

―Eudaimonia evidently needs the external goods as well; for it is impossible, 

or not e sy  to do noble   ts without the proper equipment‘s  In m ny   tions 

we use friends and riches and political power as instruments; and there are 

some things the lack of which takes the luster from happiness- good birth, 

godly children beauty; for a man who is very ugly in appearance or ill born or 

solitary and childless is not very likely to be happy, and perhaps a man would 

be still less likely to be happy if he had thoroughly bad children or lost 

friends by de th ‘‘
43

 

Moreover, a human life must last long enough to count as complete sin e ―one 

swallow does not make a summer, nor a day. Neither does one day or a short time 

make someone blessed and eudaimon‖ 
44

 Now, all that is being said is at individual 

level. What about at state level i.e. how can a state be happy. Does state have telos of 

eudaimonia? Eudaimonia is not a goal only for individuals but for the state too. A 
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  Aristotle, 1972: 17. 
44

  Ibid., p. 14. 
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state achieves eudaimonia when it is just. Justice is important to achieve happiness 

within a state. Distributive justice, in particular, plays an important role in achieving 

eudaimonia at the state level.  Now let us see what distributive justice is. 

PART- III: Distributive Justice 

Distributive justice is a centr l notion in  ristotle‘s Nichomachean Ethics. It deals 

with the distribution of wealth, resources and products among the members of a 

community. It employs geometric proportion: what each person receives is directly 

proportional to his merit, so a worthy person will receive more than an unworthy 

person. Wealth and honor be distributed according to virtue. Aristotle was of the view 

that virtuous people make important contributions to the life of the city, so they have 

the right to the supreme respect. Distributive justi e strengthens  ristotle‘s 

aristocratic bias because, in his opinion women, slaves and working men should get a 

lesser sh re of  ity‘s we lth  s they do not h ve the freedom to fully exer ise  ll the 

virtues. 

Distributive justice is concerned with: 

1.  Equal treatment: Unjust means- one‘s mor l rights have been violated. One has 

been made to suffer a burden that one had a right to avoid or one has been denied 

some benefit that one has a right to possess. So, distributive justice prevents one 

from injustice through equal treatment. 

2.  Fairness: It applies same rules everywhere; treat similar cases alike, except where 

there is some relevant difference. Emphasizes on impartiality and consistency in 

justice, it does not tell us which differences are relevant and which are not. 

3.  Equality: Justice is held to require that our treatment towards people reflects our 

fundamental moral equality. What a person has done makes a difference, but 

justice also requires that people should get what they deserve.  Thus, justice is 
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meant to place the burden of proof on those who would endorse unequal 

treatment. 

In modern political philosophy, it has been construed in broad terms and seen 

as a foundational for policy formation and analysis. John Rawls, for example, writes, 

―Justi e is the first virtue of so i l institutions ‖ Thus  it is widely reg rded  s  n 

important concept and influential force in philosophy and the social sciences. There 

are three important principle of social justice
45

: 

 ―First: the principle of need: need is claim that one is lacking in basic necessities 

 nd is being h rmed or is in d nger of being h rmed or th t one‘s   p  ity to 

function is being impeded.‖ 

 ―Second: the principle of desert: desert is a claim that one has earned rewards 

based on performance that superior performance should attract superior 

recognition
46

.‖ 

 ―Third: the principle of equality: refers to the social ideal that society regards and 

treats its citizens as equals and that benefits such as certain rights should be 

distributed equally.‖ 

These three principles play an important role in the context of social justice. 

Distributive justice is based on the desert of some sort, although they do not all mean 

the same sort of desert. 

Universal justice and Particular justice 

At the outset of Nicomachean Ethics, Book V, Aristotle starts out by discussing two 

types of justi e: ―gener l justi e‖ whi h is  on erned with respe ting l ws  The 
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  Lamont, Julian and Favor, Christi, "Distributive Justice", The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy 
46

  ―The different desert-based principles of distribution differ primarily according to what they 

identify as the basis for deserving. While Aristotle proposed virtue, or moral character, to be the 

best desert-basis for economic distribution, contemporary desert theorists have proposed desert-

b ses th t  re more pr  ti  lly implemented in  omplex modern so ieties‖   
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identity of universal justice with lawfulness carries with it, for Aristotle, an identity of 

universal justice and virtue of character: 

― nd the l w  lso pres ribes  ert in  ondu t: the  ondu t of   br ve m n  for 

ex mple  not to desert one‘s post       those of the temper te m n  for 

example, not to commit adultery or gratify lust; . . . and similarly with regard 

to rest of the virtues and wickedness, commanding these and forbidding those 

– rightly, if the law has been rightly enacted, not so well if it has been made 

 t r ndom  Justi e in this sense is  omplete virtue‖ 
47

 

Se ond is ―spe ifi ‖ or ―p rti ul r‖ justi e whi h is  on erned with wh t we 

m y   ll ―f irness‖ in some sense  the sense depending on the p rti ul r situ tion 

under consideration. In his subsequent text, Aristotle mainly investigates particular 

justi e  Within this ―spe ifi ‖ or ―p rti ul r‖ type of justi e, he makes a further 

distin tion: distributive justi e  nd re tifi  tory justi e  The l tter ―supplies   

corrective principle in private transactions. 

Rectificatory justice distinguishes two sub-  ses  ― orresponding to the two 

classes of private transactions, those which are voluntary and those which are 

involunt ry‖
48

. Examples of voluntary transactions which have to be treated under the 

he ding of  orre tive justi e  re ―selling  buying  lending  t interest  pledging  

lending without interest  depositing  letting for hire‖
49

. The aim of rectificatory justice 

is to remedies unequal distribution of gain and loss between people. Justice is restored 

in a court case, where the judge ensures that the gains and losses of both parties are 

equated out, thus restoring the means. Its algebraic measure is the average between 

two extremes. 
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  Aristotle, 1972: 108. 
48

  Aristotle, 1953: 179. 
49

  Ibid., p. 178. 
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 n ex mple for   relev nt situ tion in  n ―involunt ry tr ns  tion‖ is theft or 

 ss ult  In su h     se one p rty h s involunt rily ―too little‖ – the former owner has 

his lawful possessions minus the object stolen. The other party, the thief, has too 

much, namely the object taken unlawfully. Rectificatory justice re-establishes an 

initial situation. In cases of this type of justice, the standard of reference is the initial 

distribution of material goods between individuals. In the example of theft just 

 onsidered  the situ tion m y be ― orre ted‖ by t king the stolen good from the thief 

and restoring it to the rightful owner, thereby re-est blishing the ―norm l‖ l wful 

situation. . This wording suggests that rectificatory justice is meant to be understood 

normatively, that the legal system is expected to correct a situation in which a 

particular type of unfairness is diagnosed.  Next, Aristotle talks about distributive 

justice. 

Distributive Justice involves distributing different assets, credits and money. It 

mirrors our understanding of justice as the intermediate between two extremes of 

injustice. Everyone agrees that justice involves the distribution of things in proportion 

to merit. The man who acts unjustly gets too much, the victim too little, of what is 

good. Here the kind of equ lity is wh t m them ti i ns   ll ―geometri ‖ equ lity or 

equality of ratio: 

A distribution involving two parties, Mr. A and B say, will be just if and only 

if the v lue of the sh re distributed to   is to  ‘s value as the value of the share 

distributed to B is to B‘s value, where value is measured by whatever are the correct 

criteria is. Why does Aristotle think that this counts in some way as intermediate? We 

can answer this question by looking at just and unjust distributions in a simple case. 
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Suppose that A and B went to a market to purchase goods for their new business. A 

spent 20 dollars on purchase the goods and B spent 10 dollars. On the sale of these 

purchases, both A and B earned a profit of 60 dollars. Now, in this case, profit will be 

distributed to the amount invested by both in the business. Since A has spent twice the 

amount of B in the business, therefore A will receive twice as much as profits as B. 

Distributive justice entails that equal persons receive equal shares. Here the measure 

of equality of persons is the size of the investment each has made. If anyone violates 

this proportion, it would be an injustice. Suppose profits are wrongly distributed by 5 

dollars, either A gets 5 dollars more profit and B gets less or A gets 5 dollars less and 

B gets more. Then the amount i.e. 40 dollars which  A receives in the just distribution 

is mean between 45 dollars which he gets first and 35 dollars which he gets latter as 

unjust distribution.  Thus, a just share is mean between a share that is too large by 

some amount and a share that is too small by that same amount. 

Thus   ristotle  rgues th t   ―geometri  l‖ proportion or equ lity is applied 

when the concern is for a just distribution of goods between persons. According to 

Aristotle, in a just or fair distribution, if the persons are not equal, their (just) shares 

will not be equal, when equals have and are awarded unequal shares or unequ l‘s are 

awarded equal shares, this is the source of disputes and allegations. Thus, the 

geometrical proportion in distributive justice gives priority to the estimation of 

individuals rather than shares and supposes that individuals are unequal. It requires 

consideration of such questions as: Is this individual ―equ l to‖ or worthy of the share 

that he or she will receive? Such questions result in equal shares being distributed to 

equals, but unequal shares to unequal. Justice as fairness is getting what you deserve 

as opposed to the same as everyone else because persons deserve different things. 
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Nature plays an import nt role in  ristotle‘s underst nding of distributive 

justice. In  ristotle‘s opinion, people are unequal by virtue of their nature.  It is this 

natural inequality initiated Aristotle to articulate the concept of geometrical 

distribution according to which equal person receives an equal share and unequal 

receives unequal shares. However, such inequalities benefit the advantaged. 

The chapter discussed justice as virtue, where justice is discussed, as cardinal 

virtue le ding to ‗harmony‘ of soul  nd st te  by Pl to in The Republic  nd  s ‗mor l 

virtue‘ by  ristotle in Nichomachean Ethics.  Virtue Ethics is the dominant model of 

ethics from the ancient (Greco-Roman 600bce-300ce) to the medieval (Christian 400-

1400ce) periods. With the modern period (1400-1800 ce) rules-based ethics (Kant, Mill, 

etc) comes to the fore. In the twentieth century (1900 ce) virtue ethics makes a 

comeback, now there are roughly three normative ethics: Deontological Ethics, 

Consequentialist Ethics, Virtue Ethics (Aristotle, etc.). A just society for Plato means 

one in which everyone works together to form a harmonious society for the greater 

good of all, based on everyone pursuing their natural roles - worker/producer, 

w rrior/soldier   nd ruler/gu rdi n  Justi e is ―doing one's own work  nd not interfering 

with wh t isn‘t one‘s own i e  h rmoniously blending one's own n tur l role with the 

roles of others in the service of a greater society for all. Aristotle represents a more 

comprehensible view of ethics and justice but accepts many of the same assumptions 

 bout n tur lness et    entr l to  ristotle‘s politi  l theory is ide  th t justi e is 

teleological. We have to know the purpose, end, telos, of a thing to know its role. What 

is it for? Aristotle replaces rules with the habit in the theory of justice; a just society is 

one that promotes and aids us in the development of the right moral virtues. Why not a 

free personal  hoi e?  e  use we   n never do this  lone: we  re ―politi  l  nim ls‖  
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Aristotle says that everything has a purpose or goal (telos) and that this is 

  hieved through ex ellen e  ― ll things seek their own good‖  Hum ns  too  seek 

their fulfillment: human purpose is to do wh t hum ns do best  to re son  ―To re son 

well in    ord n e with virtue‖ This is   hieving eudaimonia  ― omplete fulfillment‖ 

or happiness. Eudaimonia is the end that has no other end; we desire it for itself. We 

must cultivate phronesis  the ―pr  ti  l wisdom‖ or ―pruden e‖ to know wh t to do  

when, and why. It must be cultivated, and only grows by practice, habit, and action. It 

comes from experience, but also from reasoning about the virtues. Learning principles 

is not the same as having experience. However, this is not simply relativism: five 

phronetic people in the same situation would act the same way. Ethics is one not 

many. The person who is practically wise is the person who reasons rightly about their 

end (eudaimonia), and the best way to achieve it. 

Thus, a just society is one that allows and encourages the development of 

virtue and practical wisdom and Phronesis is good deliberation about what will allow 

me to achieve the human end, eudaimonia. 

To summarize, in the present chapter we discussed the status of justice in Plato 

and Aristotle. First of all we saw that justice has been conceptualized as a virtue by 

both Plato and Aristotle. For Plato, justice is a cardinal virtue which is inherited in 

individual and in the state. At the individual level, says Plato that justice is 

teleologically linked with goodness and consists in the harmony of three parts of the 

soul: reason, spirit and appetite. Plato discussion of justice is to find out what is the 

correct way to live. The answer to this question is discussed in second part of the 

chapter where Aristotle says that correct way to live is to follow something called the 
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doctrine of the mean.  It is the practical wisdom or Phronesis, the golden mean 

between the excess and the deficiency of all kind of virtues that we can possibly 

vindi  te  n   tion to be ‗just‘  nd thereby we derive the notion of justi e  In  ddition 

to the discussion of Phronesis the chapter also discusses the aim of justice i.e. to 

attain Eudaimonia. Thus, we discussed that once justice is delivered through 

Phronesis, eudaimonia is attained.  L stly  we dis ussed  ristotle‘s distributive 

justice in detail which is a relationship between Phronesis, eudaimonia and teleology. 

Now, in the next chapter i.e. second chapter of the thesis, we will discuss the st tus of 

justi e in K ut ily ‘s Artha āstra. 
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CHAPTER 2 

                     AS D   D       

In this chapter, I would like to discuss the status of justi e in K ut ily ‘s Artha āstra.  The 

politi  l tre tise of K ut ily   ould be found in Artha āstra  on the administration of 

justice, in detail. In order to organize my discussion, I propose to divide it into three parts. 

Part-I of the chapter involves the dis ussion of ― nvīs hikī an  Vārttā‖  This p rt 

highlights the importance of learning various sciences for the rulers with the emphasis 

that knowledge alone is not enough for the administration of justice in the state. King and 

his ministers must follow a certain code of conduct. These codes of conduct, namely 

honesty, fairness and impartiality, help ruler and his ministers in the administration of the 

state. In Part II of the chapter, I will discuss about certain codes of conduct like Honesty, 

Fairness and Impartiality which are required for infusing knowledge and qualities within 

king and his minister as to achieve individual and collective happiness within the state. In 

Part III of the chapter, there is a discussion on the goal of the individual and collective 

happiness, in terms of Happiness and sukha.  

 efore I  ome to P rt-I  I would like to mention th t ―K ut ily  w s  n Indi n 

political leader and philosopher, chief advisor and Prime Minister of the Indian 

Emperor Chandragupta, the first ruler of the Mauryan Empire  K ut ily  helped 

 h ndr gupt  to turn the M ury n Empire into one of the most powerful governments  t 

th t time  Following K ut ily ‘s su  essful   mp igns   h ndr gupt  w s seen  s   br ve 

leader who defeated part of the Greek inv ders  nd ended the  orrupt N nd  government 

 nd thus g ined wide publi  support  The politi  l thoughts of K ut ily   re summ rized 

in a book he wrote known as the Artha āstra. 
1
 

                                                           
1
  risti n Viol tti  ―K ut ily  ‖ Ancient History Encyclopedia, http://www.ancient.eu /Kautilya/. 
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The word Artha āstra me ns ‗s ien e of we lth or s ien e of politi s‘  S S  li 

s ys  ―It is not   theoreti  l tre tise  it is b sed on   pr  ti  l  spe t of the 

administration, which is still relevant and has universal applicability in form of good 

govern n e ‖
2
 Artha āstra is not just a political treatise but ethical too. Ethics of 

Artha āstra is b sed on Vedi  ide ls  K ut ily  g ve strong emph sis on dharma and 

 an   a
3
 in administration of state and justice.  

For K ut ily   it w s very important that law and order are maintained by 

following dharma and  an   a. The st nd rd of justi e     ording to K ut ily   is 

coercive enforcement in accordance to dharma. By dharma, he me ns the sense of 

honor  duty  virtuous   tions  nd responsibility  K ut ily  l ys emph sis on varn as and 

ā hrams, according to him as long as king performs his duties (rājadharma) and 

citizens perform their individual duties (svadharma) social order will be maintained.
4
 

In Artha āstra, judges are called dharmasthas  be  use    ording to K ut ily  judges 

are upholders of dharma, and their work is guided by dharma. By  an   a, he meant 

politics of the administration and by Dan   anīti he meant a rule of law or science of 

government. To elimin te  nti-so i l elements from the so iety K ut ily  suggested 

the use of  an   a. To highlight the importance of Dan   anīti K ut ily   rgues th t 

                                                           
2
   li  ―K utily   nd  on ept of Good Govern n e ‖ p  4  

3
  The concept of dharma is found in Indi ‘s  n ient politi  l  nd religious text     ording to Hindu 

philosophy one who seeks for justice, harmony and happiness lives according to dharma. 

Dharmashastra is a treatise which gives rules and guidelines for a just, harmonious and happy life. 

Dharmashastra has many sutras called dharmasutras relating to laws and administration of justice, 

crimes, punishments, duties of king, as well as morality. 
4
  Varna seems to have been the division of the society in the Rig Vedic times when there were four 

classes. These classes were Brahmin, Kshatriya, Vaishya and Sudra.  

 An ā rama  s des ribed by  n ient Indi n text is four  ge-b sed life st ges  The four   r m s 

are: Brahmacharya (student), Grihastha (householder), Vanaprastha (retired) and Sannyasa 

(renunciation). It is also a component of the ethical theories in Indian philosophy, where it is 

combined with four proper goals of human life (Purusartha), for fulfillment, pleasure and spiritual 

liberation. 
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growth of the e onomy depends upon the m inten n e of l w  nd order  K ut ily  

explains the absence of law and order with the help of an analogy which is known as; 

―l w of fishes‖ i e  when the big fish e ts the little fish, then there is no justice. So 

what follows from this situation is that  an   a or politics of government is required to 

bring order and justice, at any cost.  

There were six factors which played an important role in the administration of 

justice within the state. These were: 

 Qualities of the king and his ministers 

 Economy  

 Life of the people 

 Treasury 

 Strength of Army 

 Allies 

Each and every factor played a significant role and thus any mistake at any 

level of administration of the state leaded to the punishment of the culprit. For the 

present purpose, I will discuss first f  tor i e  ‗qu lities of king  nd his minister‘ in 

detail. All other factors will be discussed partially.  

K ut ily  dis usses   l rge number of qu lities of   ruler like- bravery, 

quickness of decision, strength of mind, must be approachable, piety, truthful, honest, 

fair, he must have ability to understand, to think, must be bold and impartial, must 

have sharp memory and so on. Regarding this list of qualities Kangle quotes 

Hillebrandt comment i e  ―not free from rom nti  ide lism‖ 
5
 Since it is difficult to 

find these qualities by birth, therefore, proper training in various branches of learning 
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is important for a ruler. Study of  nvīs hikī (philosophy),  ra ī (the Vedic lore), Vārttā 

(economics) and Dan   anīti (the political sciences) is insisted by K ut ily . As a result, 

the knowledge of these sciences helps in achieving ethical as well as political goals. 

With this, I wish to come to Part-I of the chapter. 

Part- 1:    ī     ī and        

The aim of Artha āstra is to guide people to achieve three goals of life i.e. dharma, 

artha and kāma. And this can only be done by following four sciences: 

1.   nvīs hikī (study of philosophic disciplines) 

2.  ra ī (the Vedic lore) 

3. Vārttā (the economics sciences) 

4. Dan   anīti (the political sciences) 

There is a difference between what the ancient schools asserts  nd wh t 

K ut ily     epts  mong these four mentioned s ien es  Therefore, there is the ancient 

political school of Manu (Manava) which did not regard  nvīs hikī as separate science 

 nd in luded it in Ved s  s its spe i l br n h  ―The s hool of  rih sp ti s ys th t 

there are only two sciences: Vārttā and Dan   anīti, in as much as the Triple Vedas, are 

merely an abridgment (Samvarana,) for a man experienced in affairs temporal 

( okā atravi ah) ‖
6
 ―The s hool of Us n s de l res th t there is only one s ien e  

and that the science of government; for, they say, it is in that science that all other 

s ien es h ve their origin  nd end ‖
7
  ut on the other h nd  K ut ily     epts  ll four 

sciences as being important individually. This is because it is from these sciences that 

one learns about righteousness and wealth.  
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Vedas teach us about righteous and unrighteous of actions; Vārttā gives 

knowledge of wealth and non-wealth; and lastly Dan   anīti teaches us about the 

expedient and the inexpedient, as well as potency and impotency.  nvīs hikī is study of 

philosophical disciplines:    ording to K ut ily  ―the study of  nvīs hikī is necessary as 

it sharpens the intellect, enabling the ruler to distinguish right from the wrong and to 

g in equ nimity  nd  n equ ble temper ‖
8
 Study of Anvīs hiki is given utmost 

importance by K ut ily    nd it must be studied  s ys K ut ily   under te  hers of 

acknowledged authority ( isht a). Anvīs hiki involves the study of three philosophi  l 

systems: S  khy   Yog   nd Lok y t   These three were the e rliest philosophi  l 

systems to have developed in  n ient Indi   ―It is st ted th t study of Anvīs hikī keeps 

the mind steady in adversity and in prosperity and brings about proficiency in thoughts, 

spee h  nd   tions‖
9
  It w s K ut ily  who identified  n Anvīs hikī with  ā kh a   o a 

and  okā ata, but not every political treatise developed the same meaning of Anvīs hikī 

by equating it with the study of these three philosophical systems.  

For Manu, the author of  anusmr ti, these systems of thoughts were not of so 

much importance in general and  okā ata in p rti ul r  Ved nt    nother e rliest 

philosophical system) was considered to be important by him  nd he identified Ved -

 nta theory of  tmavi  ā with Anvīs hikī. Similarly,  ahā hārata equates Anvīs hikī 

with Tarkavidyā  ―In l ter times Anvīs hikī is understood  s  nother n me for the 

Ny y   str  ‖
10

 ―There is  nother text i e    tuanvīks amān ā which also prescribes 

different meaning to  nvīs hikī i.e. it stands for science and reasoning and not for 

philosophy ‖
11

 To this R.P. Kangle writes: 
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― ut in this expl n tion  hetu is only the means of investigation; the object of 

investigation is what is right and what is wrong. That belongs to the province 

of philosophy, not to that of  arkavi  ā, which is primarily concerned with 

determining the validity or otherwise of the hetu itself. And the description of 

 nvīs hikī as that which keeps the mind steady in adversity and in propensity 

is hardly applicable to  arkavi  ā.‖
12

 

Thus by the above analysis of meaning of  nvīs hikī what comes out is that; 

 nvīs hikī is not  arkavi  ā or science of reasoning, but it stands for philosophy. But 

according to some writer  nvīs hikī includes both philosophy and reasoning. It was 

before 6
th

 century B.C that  nvīs hikī was equated with  arkavi  ā. Later after that it 

developed into philosophy or darshana and dealt with reasoning or hetu. Thus, it was 

also called Hetushastra. Mahabharata as mentioned above equated the knowledge of 

 nvīs hikī with  arakavi  ā. Scholars also argue that there was a close relationship 

between Ny ya School and  nvīs hikī. Artha āstra recognizes  nvīs hikī as both 

philosophy and science of logic and reasoning. But it involves the study of S  khy   

Yog   nd Lok y t   nd not of  ny other philosophi  l s hool  S  khy   Yog  

represents  s  n ient s hools of philosophy  nd Lok y t  represents the system of 

logi   nd re soning be  use m sters of Lok y t  S hool were known for their 

mastery in logic and reasoning. 

K ut ily  g ve importance to both the parts of  nvīs hikī i e  philosophy  nd 

logi  l re soning  K ut ily  st tes th t it is only through re soning p rt of  nvīs hikī 

th t we   n investig te ‗right‘  nd ‗wrong‘ in Ved s  we lth  nd priv tion in 

economics, good and bad policy in politics, as well as relative strength and weakness 

of  ll the three s ien es   nd reg rding philosophy he writes ―Philosophy  throws 
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light on all other branches of learning, giving them their significance, and it provides 

a rational basis for  ll   tions  nd duties ‖
13
 K ut ily  strongly emph sized on te  hing 

of philosophy for the kings because knowledge of philosophy will make them better 

rulers. Not only learning philosophy was enough for the ruler, but ruler must be able 

to exercise control over his senses. The ruler must keep in check his passion as lust, 

 nger   v ri e  pride  nd so on  ―It is  lso  onsidered essenti l th t he should  void 

addiction to vices. Seven vyasanas or vices, three arising from a wrathful temper and 

four originating in lust. It is declared that a vyasana prevents him from realizing his 

own highest good ‖
14
 So  it is  le r th t K ut ily  used the term  nvīs hikī for both 

philosophy and logical reasoning.    

In this way, the study of  nvīs hikī is important and crucial because:  

1. It brings about proficiency in thoughts, speech and actions.  

2. It helps people to keep their mind ste dy in  dversity  nd prosperity by studying 

the philosophies of S  khy   Yog   nd Lok y t    

3. It provides a rational basis for actions and duties.  

4. It also brings us to a right conclusion through reasoning. 

5. Thus, philosophy gave the ethical as well as a scientific dimension to the study of 

politics.  

       

Wealth is essential for an economy to develop and prosper. It is only through good 

financial reserves that state can hold his administration work efficiently and 

effectively.   Also, the welfare of the people is not possible without money. A state 
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can keep his people happy and contended only when it is wealthy. The state runs on 

the revenues which it collects from its people. People involve themselves in different 

vocations to earn a livelihood and to pay taxes to the government. Agriculture (krs i), 

cattle-breeding (pā upāl a) and trade (van ij ā) were three prime vocations by which 

men earned a livelihood.  

―It is said that because of Vārttā that state receives grains, cattle, money and 

various kinds of products. It also supplies vis t i, that is, laborers to the state (1.4.1)‖
15
 

 rts  nd  r fts  through whi h m ny g ined livelihood   re not in luded in V rtt   

The reason behind this exclusion was the negligible impact of artisans and craftsmen 

on the state economy. With the help of this science, the king could acquire food 

grains, animal wealth, income from jungles and the labor. He could acquire treasury 

and use it to control his own the party as well as party of others.  

K ut ily  w s  w re of the f  t th t future of the tre sury depends on the 

development and economic productivity of the n tion‘s industries  Thus, he outlined the 

measures for the development and management of mines and forests, agriculture and 

livestock, manufacturing, and commerce. He was very well aware of the importance 

of commerce and trade as a contributor to economic welfare and as a source of 

government revenue and proposes several measures for regulating commerce. Agriculture 

involved both state-owned and private farms. The king controlled mining operations and 

facilitated cattle-breeding and commerce. 

Agriculture was the most important vocation amongst the three. Book Two, 

Chapter-24 of Artha āstra is on the Superintendent of Agriculture (for crowns lands). 
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The Chapter informs and advises the Superintendent with reg rd to in re sing the 

produ tion on the l nds owned by the  rown   The  h pter dis usses import nt  spe ts 

of  gri ulture  nd  ppe rs  s  n instru tion to the Superintendent of  gri ulture  For 

inst n e  K ut ily  writes: 

"Possessed with knowledge of the science of agriculture, water management, 

and managing crops and trees, or assisted by those who are trained in such 

sciences, the superintendent of agriculture shall in time collect the seeds of all 

kinds of grains, flowers, fruits, vegetables, bulbous roots, roots, fruits of 

creepers, fiber-producing plants such as hibiscus and cotton."
16

 

Agriculture contributed the maximum to the state revenue. And this revenue 

came either from sītā i.e., the produce of crowns lands or  hā a i.e., the one-sixth 

share of the produce of others lands.   

Cattle-breeding w s  nother import nt vo  tion  ―The st te w s the owner of 

large herds of cattle and other animals with the  o  h akas a ‗the superintendent of 

  ttle‘ in  h rge ‖
17

 Cattle were owned privately too.  o  h akas a were to maintain a 

complete record of each animal in every herd belonging to the st te  ―Ex ept for st te-

owned herds, cattle as such may be supposed to provide little direct income to the 

state. In any case cattle- tending seems to contribute much less to the economy of the 

st te th n  gri ulture  nd tr de ‖
18

  

―Provision of routes for tr de purposes is  nother import nt st te   tivity   ll 

trade is to be under control, with the pan  ā h aks a ‗the superintendent of tr de‘ in 

 h rge ‘
19
 His duty w s to in re se tr de by in re sing produ tion in different se tors 

of the e onomy  nd by giving proper in entives to the tr ders     ording to K ut ily   
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since trade provided maximum revenue to the state, some important factors must be 

taken care for the development of trade i.e. transport and communication facilities 

between different regions must be checked and improved. Traders must be protected 

from the horrors of the thieves. Trade administr tion should m int in  nd  onstru t 

w rehouse for goods  nd  rr nge rest houses for the benefit of tr ders  K ut ily  st tes 

that if all the factors are kept in mind trade carried out by both private and state would 

yield substantial income to the state  K ut ily  emph sized honesty  nd justi e in 

trading. He recommended heavy fines for traders who would conspire and defraud 

buyers by uniting together in the act of black marketing.  Mining and manufacturing 

industries were other important sources of income to the state, apart from these three 

sources which are rooted in Vārttā  ―The import n e of mines is stressed in the 

statement that the treasury depends on mines; that the army is sustained by the 

treasury and the earth is conquered by means of the tre sury  nd the  rmy ‖
20

 

K ut ily  argues that for capital formation the economic development is 

necessary. Vārttā the e onomi    tivity  s ys K ut ilya, must be under strict control so 

th t st te in ome m y be s fegu rded  K ut ily   lso  rgues th t there must be some 

sort of control over Agriculture and trade is necessary to benefit state revenue. 

K ut ily   le rly re ognized the link between development of e onomy  nd 

efficient working of administration. Agriculture and trade were important sectors 

through which state extracted its revenues. The success of these sectors helped in 

increasing the wealth of nation. The revenues collected from these sectors were 

further used to pay salaries to the officers and ministers working at different levels of 

administration. This further resulted in smooth functioning of the departments. 
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A  ording to K ut ily   if the treasury is not full and the state fails to make payment to 

its servants, it leads to discontent and may lead to failure of the administration 

process. So, to ensure efficiency salaries or wages must be paid timely and 

accordingly.  

Now, the means to pursue  nvīs hikī  the triple V d s   nd V rtt  is  an   a 

(politics of government). Study of Dan   a i e  politi s of government is   lled 

D n d  n ti  ―It is   me ns to m ke   quisitions  to keep them se ure  to improve them, 

and to distribute among the deserved the profits of improvements. It is on this science 

of government th t the  ourse of the progress of the world depends ‖
21
 K ut ily  held 

that if  an   a was used properly it will help in achieving dharma, artha, and kamā. If 

 an   a is not used properly and severe punishments are being imposed than it can even 

antagonize people who lived in the forest. Also, if it is not used at all or its application 

is mild it will lead to the logic of fishes and anarchy. So, when king imposes 

punishment  s deserved he is being respe ted by his subje ts  ―For punishment when 

awarded with full consideration, makes the people devoted to righteousness and to 

works produ tive of we lth  nd enjoyment ‖
22

 

K ut ily  suggests th t every king must employ Dan   anīti because without it 

philosophy   n‘t be pursued  social order, as mentioned in Vedas,   n‘t be m int ined 

and sources or artha   n‘t be developed   nd when  an   a is applied in full 

consideration it helps people to achieve three goals of life without any hindrance. 

There is a relationship between sciences and three goals of life or 'trivarga' ideal. The 

three goals stood for 'dharma' 'artha' and 'kamā'  Knowledge of Philosophy  nd three 
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v d s helped in   hieving dharma', knowledge of  Vārtta  and   an   anīti  helped in 

achieving 'artha' and 'kamā'  Though  ll go ls were import nt  K ut ily  g ve 

maximum importance to 'artha' be  use it through ‗artha‘ th t ‗dharma' and 'kamā' 

could be achieved. 

The above analysis of the importance of science clearly shows th t  for 

K ut ily    nvīs hikī, Vārttā and Dan   anīti were important sciences for his political 

treatise: Artha  str   Learning of various disciplines is not enough for a ruler he must 

exercise personal control over his senses and keep passions such as lust, greed, pride, 

et   in  he k   ut this doesn‘t me n th t ruler is expe ted to le d  n  s eti  life  Point 

to say all that is; ruler should adjust his conduct in respect to three goals of dharma, 

artha and kāma.  The ruler has a duty to protect his state and to maintain varn as and 

ā ramas, he should appoint minister and others for smooth working of administration. 

No matter how competent the ruler is; he alone cannot run the state. Therefore, the 

ruler needs minister which include prā  vivāka and amāt a as helpmates in his task. 

Now, the administration process is headed by ruler and his ministers and to ensure 

justice in the process the ideals of honesty, fairness and impartiality must flow from 

the top to bottom. That is to say, a just society is one where not only officer rank is 

honest, fair and impartial but ruler too.   

Part-2: Honesty, Fairness and Impartiality 

K ut ily  de ls with the administration of justice in book three and four of Artha  str   

For K ut ily   the key to justi e w s to first develop the honest, fair and impartial 

administration in the state. Kaut ily  w s of the opinion that when law enforcers or 

officers will be honest only then administration procedures will be fair and impartial. 
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K ut ily  st tes th t Justice can be administered effectively only when authorities 

within the state are honest, impartial and fair. No one should be allowed to have an 

interest against his duty be it, ruler himself or his officer. 

It is of the greatest import n e for K ut ily  th t the  dministr tion of justi e 

should not only be free from blame, but free from all suspicion as well. The way to do 

complete justi e  s ys K ut ily   is to listen the point of one side, without biasing the 

other. And this could only be possible if the administration is honest, fair and impartial. 

Honesty 

It is well known that honesty is indescribable for all of the performers in the legal 

system be it a judge or an officer or a minister.  It is so because naturally it is difficult 

to recognize and communicate the truth. Without certain basic honesty, any judicial 

system within the structure, the rule of law would breakdown because we could not 

rely on the good faith of the human beings who administer it. 

K ut ily  w s  w re of the f  t th t leg l system is b sed on the system of 

justi e  If justi e needs to work  dministr tors must be honest to their work  K ut ily  

also knew that justice cannot be maintained if there will be no rule of law. According 

to K ut ily , only a few people are honest by themselves rest all need to make work 

through for e  K ut ily  notes th t justi e   nnot exist if guilty is not given 

punishment and goes free nor can there be justice if the innocents are punished for the 

crimes they never committed.  

 K ut ily  w s  w re th t some l w enfor ers might  ommit    rime of getting 

money from someone by the use of force or threats. He believed that only honesty on 
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the part of law enforcers including king can make laws effective in the society. Thus, 

judges must administer state justly and if any judge was found guilty punishment 

must be inflicted upon him too. To this K ut ily  writes: 

―  judge m y err in v rious w ys he m y not put question to those whom 

they ought to be put or put them to wrong persons, or after putting questions 

to someone he may ignore the reply given, or he may give instructions to, 

remind or prompt the person being questioned by him. If he does so, he is to 

be fined the middle sāhasa-  an   a ‖
23

 

Thus in K ut ily ‘s view judges must be honest in their work in luding king  In 

K ut ily ‘s opinion, it is as important for judges to be honest as it is for witnesses to be 

honest. All officials within the justice system must be of the highest caliber in morals 

and ethical beh vior  K ut ily  st tes th t judges who punishes or creates fake 

evidence against the innocent and behaves completely opposite to honest and 

honorable behavior, corrupt the whole system and process. Such judges are anti-social 

elements and must be eliminated from the legal process with due punishment.  In 

Artha āstra, ―the judges  re   lled dharmasthas, a name which apparently refers to 

the dharma or l w  by whi h they  re to be guided in their work ‖
24

 To protect all 

kinds of government departments, Kaut ily  dis ussed a set of guidelines for fair and 

impartial judicial process. He writes: 

―When a judge threatens, browbeats, sends out, or unjustly silences anyone of 

the disputant in his courts, he shall first all be punished with the first 

amercemnt. When judge does not inquire into ne ess ry  ir umst n es  

inquire into unne ess ry  ir umst n es  de  )  m kes unne ess ry del y in 

discharge his duty, postpones work with spite causes parties to leave the court 

by tiring them with delay, evades or causes to evade statements the lead to 

the settlement of a case, helps witnesses, giving them clues, or resumes cases 
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already settled or disposed of, he shall be punished with the highest 

amercement. If he repeats the offence, he shall both be punished with double 

the above fine and dismissed.‖
25

 

Everybody st nds equ l in front of l w be it   judge or king himself  Nobody 

is superior to or  bove l w    ording K ut ily   To this R P  K ngle observes   

―Such treatment expected to be meted out to members of the judiciary strikes 

us today as being very strange. If judges are themselves to be fined, the 

dignity that is expected to be attached to their office is bound to disappear. 

The judges, in the scheme of this context, occupy a position subordinate to 

the executive and are far from being independent of it ‖
26

 

The code of conduct was not only applicable to judges and other law enforcers 

working at a different level but to king as well.  King must be honest and law-abiding. 

A ruler should, without a doubt, takes care of his subjects as his own children. In 

setting up disputes, however, he should be firm and précised. For hearing the 

complaints and answers of disputes in judicial suits, the king should always appoint 

persons possessed of wisdom and knowledge of the affairs of the world, for the state 

really sets upon a proper administration of justice. Guidelines were  lso set for the 

dishonest  lerks of judges  K ut ily  writes:  

―When a clerk judge does not take down what has been desposed by parties, 

but enters what has not been desposed, evades what has been badly said 

(duruktam), or renders either diverse or ambiguous in meaning such 

depositions as are satisfactorily given out, he shall be punished either with the 

first amercement or in proportion to his guilt.‖
27
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K ut ily  w s  on erned reg rding dishonesty of other offi i ls; for ex mple: 

―if  ommissioner imposes an unjust fine in gold, he shall be fined either doubled the 

 mount of the fine‖ 
28

 ―If he imposes unjust  orpore l punishment  he sh ll himself be 

either condemned to the same punishment or made pay twice the amount of ransom 

leviable for the kind of injusti e ‖
29
 K ut ily  suggested th t ―king should test the 

conduct of his government servants, and then shall, through those officers of approved 

character, examine the conduct of his people both in towns and villages.
30

  

K ut ily  l id stress on effi ien y  nd honesty of both ministers  nd offi ers  

K ut ily  w s of the opinion that each and every individual shall be judged according to 

his capability to perform any work given to him. To consider the capability of a person is 

actually a symbol of modern thoughts presented by K ut ily    m rty  Sen  nd M rth  

Nussb um  re pioneers of ‗  p bility  ppro  h‘ theory whi h they h ve signifi  ntly 

developed in re ent times  K ut ily ‗s Artha āstra gave primacy to the secular law in 

India. We can say this because administration of state which was under ministers and 

officers included both competent and incompetent ministers and officers. Honest and 

competent officers within the  dministr tion were  onsidered to be most desir ble  So  

K ut ily  l id emph sis on  ompeten e  nd honesty for creating prosperity. But there was 

a dilemma with regard to honest and incompetent offi ers  K ut ily  w s of the opinion 

that a tolerable attitude has to be developed toward officers who are though dishonest but 

competent. But dishonest and incompetent type of officers must not be tolerated.  

Thus, K ut ily  stressed on est blishment  nd m inten n e of effi ient  nd 

honest intelligence service. Unless the investigating departments and the courts 
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functioned with due autonomy, honesty, efficiency, improvement in governance 

would have no chance. 

Judicial Fairness 

The concept of fairness is often related to other ―moral concepts, like justice, 

impartiality, and equality. It mainly focuses on the institutions that apply rules.‖
31

 For 

instance, a fair procedure is one that applies similarly to all cases. Discussion about 

 on ept of f irness is  on erned with either ―pro edur l f irness‖  in whi h me ns 

through which decisions are made or the way rules are applied are accessed, or 

―distributive f irness‖ which access the outcomes of that are brought about. ―These 

two concerns of fairness frequently coincide (i.e., fair procedures give rise to fair 

outcomes and vice versa), but this does not apply to all the cases. The concept of 

fairness is more concerned with procedural fairness and regarding distributive fairness 

it is largely discussed with the concept of justice (distributive justice).‖
32

 

K ut ily ‘s Artha āstra dis usses mostly on ―pro edur l f irness‖  K ut ily  

strongly emphasized on a fair trial, a fair contest, a fair agreement, a fair selection in 

administrative processes. All of these, however, generally center on the equal 

treatment of people  K ut ily  identified some import nt pro edur l  h r  teristi s 

which were important for procedural fairness in court of law they were: whether the 

courts are unbiased or not, whether law enforcers treat people with respect or not and 

listen carefully to what they have to say. The most important factor in administration 

process was considered to be the honesty and fairness of the judges. K ut ily  wrote: 

―  king who observes his duty of prote ting his people justly  nd    ording to l w 

                                                           
31

  Klosko  George  ―F irness‖  http://www.fairness.com/articles/fairness_definition_klosko. 
32

  Ibid   ―F irness‖ http://www.fairness.com/articles/fairness_definition_klosko. 
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will go to heaven, whereas one who does not protect them or inflicts unjust 

punishment will not. It is the power of punishment alone, when exercised impartially 

in proportion to the guilt, and irrespective of whether the person punished is the 

King‘s son or  n enemy  th t prote ts this world  nd the next ‖ 
33

 

K ut ily  el bor ted by s ying th t: ―The king who imposes deserved punishment 

is respected by his subjects. A well-considered punishment makes the people devoted 

to dharma (righteousness), artha  we lth)  nd k m   enjoyment)  Punishments  when 

awarded in greed, anger or ignorance excites the fury of even forest eremites and 

ascetics, not to speak of householders. But when no punishment is awarded through 

mispl  ed lenien y  nd no l w prev ils  then there is only the l w of fish ‖
34

   

The concept of Fairness does not only revolve around the fairness of 

procedures, but fair laws should also be established for the welf re of the people  For 

K ut ily  l w is not n expression of the free will of the people. Thus king - the 

authority to make laws, did not vest with citizens. Laws were derived from four 

sources – ―dharma (scared law), vyavhara(evidence), charita (history and custom), 

and rajasasana (edicts of the King) ‖
35

 They are also known as four legs of laws. In 

  se of ― onfli t between est blished tr dition  nd ethi  l prin iples  s  red l ws)  or 

between evidence and sacred law, the case shall be decided on the basis of sacred 

laws.‖
36

 Where scriptural laws conflict with what is righteous and just, their justice 

shall be the valid criterion; the written text loses its relevance. Rajasasana maintained 

the relationship between the citizen, the association, and the state.  

                                                           
33

  Shamasastry R, 1967: 173. 
34

  Ibid., p. 8. 
35

  Ibid., p. 172. 
36

  Ibid., p. 173. 
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Artha āstra outlines a system of civil, criminal, and trade law. For example 

the following were categorized: ―a procedure for interrogation, torture, and trial, the 

rights of the accused, what constitutes permissible evidence, a procedure for 

examination in case of death in suspicious circumstances, what constitutes defamation 

and procedure for claiming damages, valid and invalid contracts.‖
37

 Thus concerning 

such, the Artha āstra st tes th t ―the m inten n e of l w  nd order by the use of 

politics of government is d n d  n ti, and the ―boundaries of what seemed to be valued 

by state ideology or dharma are indirectly revealed in the Artha āstra by the 

magnitude of punitive fines attributed to unlawful deviations from the status quo. 

Thus, dharma was the prime source of political legitimacy of the state.‖
38

 

There are two important aspects to judicial fairness in Artha  str   First: 

minimiz tion of leg l errors  se ond  resolving disputes  K ut ily  used the coercive 

method to minimize legal errors and prescribed rules to settle down disputes. For 

instance, in case of a transaction between two people, called v āvahārika, if any party 

feels aggrieved, s/he can take the matter to a judge court.
39
    ording to K ut ily  

―some tr ns  tions be omes inv lid, that is, illegal, by reason of circumstances 

attending their conclusion. A transaction to be valid must have entered into by persons 

who  re  ompetent to do so  nd  re themselves present in person  t the time ‖
40

 

Punishments were inflicted if the suit was filed on the basis of invalid transaction or if 

it involved any secrecy or fraud.   

                                                           
37

  R n de   ksh y  ―Arthashastra  An Insi ht in  autil an Vi ws on  aw an   usti   . 

http://www.youthkiawaaz.com/2011/12/arthashastra-an-insight-in-kautilyan-views-on-law-and-

justice/ 
38

  Islam, ― h  Arthashastra Insi hts on  tat  ra t an  R  l  tions o  An i nt In ian  o i t   

https://michiganjournalhistory.files.wordpress.com/2014/02/islam.pdf 
39

  Vy v h rik  include transaction such as marriage, incurring of debts, sale etc. it also includes 

affairs such as forcible seizure, trespass with criminal intent, scuffle and so on. 
40

  Kangle R.P, 1965: 217. 
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K ut ily  h d f rsighted vision he did not pres ribes l ws  nd rules on p rt of 

his subje ts  but to ensure leg l ex ellen e  nd to redu e leg l errors  rules were set  t 

 dministr tion level too  For inst n e  onsidering the  bove   se of vy v h rik   

when judge received complaint in court, he should make clerk of the court to write 

down all the details: The time and place of the transaction, the amount of debt, and the 

name, caste, place of residence etc. of the complainant as well as of the defendant. 

Thus one   n s y th t K ut ily ‘s  dministr tion of justi e w s f ir  nd imp rti l   

Impartiality  

According to the principle of Impartiality decisions should be based on unbiased 

criteria, rather than on the basis of bias, prejudice, preconceptions, prejudgments, or 

favoring the advantage to one person over another for unsuitable reasons. An 

impartial administration is one where "every person is treated equally before the 

judges and court of law" and further that "in the determination of any charge against 

any person, or of their rights and obligations in a suit of law, every person shall be 

entitled to a unbiased, fair, and just public hearing by a proficient, sovereign and 

impartial panel established by law" 

The concept of judicial impartiality is also often  onsidered to refer to  n 

 ttitude of the  ourt in rel tion to the issues  nd the p rties in   p rti ul r   se  

K ut ily   rgued th t th t judges must not set  ny pre on eptions  bout  ny m tter 

which comes before them, and that they must not pass judgments in w ys th t 

promote the interests of one of the p rties   K ut ily  w s  lso  w re of the prejudi es 

that could arise between judges and other officer rank members of administration, so 

he suggested clear separation of tasks, powers and responsibilities to create a secure 

and smooth functioning of the system. 
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  si  lly problem of  orruption  s ys K ut ily   within the judi i ry is one of 

the re son behind imp rti l  dministr tion     orrupt judi i ry in opinion of K ut ily  

destroys the legal and institution l me h nism  nd  ripples the effi ient  nd honest  

K ut ily  suggests th t ―se ret  gents  re useful for dete ting  orruption  mong st te 

serv nts ‖
41

  K ut ily  writes:  

―  rem rk ble fe ture of the  āstra is the uninhibited manner in which the 

organizations of a secret service is recommended and the use of secret agents 

for a variety of purposes. Two types of secret service are distinguished. One 

is sa sthā ‗the est blishment‘  the members of whi h  re gener lly st tioned 

in a single headquarters. The others is sa  āra ‗the rover‘  the members of 

which move from place to place according as their services may be 

required ‖
42

 

Corruption within the judicial sector ranks can create a hateful effect on the 

rest of the public sector. K ut ily  suggested a way to detect such impartial offences 

they  re: ―subje ts who h ve suffered from imp rti lity of  orrupt offi er must be 

invited, to declare how they have suffered. Another way is to appoint informers to 

expose the fraud, and must be paid one- sixth of amount involved on success. Also, 

Se ret  gents must lookout for su h offen es by st te serv nts ‖
43

 Once the offence is 

proved the guilty should be punished for misappropriation and for corrupt practices. 

―In the   se of some offen es  the punishment prescribed is death, sometimes death 

with torture ‖
44

 

K ut ily  identified v rious  auses of judicial corruption. Some of the possible 

causes include low remuneration, far reaching unrestricted powers and weak checking 
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of the performance of those powers. K ut ily  suggested king to t ke timely 

appropriate measures to overcome these cause. As stated above that corruption within 

the judicial sector ranks can create a hateful effect on the rest of the publi  se tor; so  

   ording to K ut ily   indicators of corruption, must be perceived and worked before 

they are perceived by the public. Some indicators are: delay in the execution of court 

orders; delay in delivery of judgments; conflict of interest; prejudices for or against a 

party witness, high rates of decisions in favor of the administrative rank officers; 

preferential or hostile treatment by the decision-making body or administration; 

Therefore, corruption levels within the courts should be examined seriously by secret 

agents appointed for the work. 

Proficient ethics and the principle of impartiality, within judges and other 

judicial actors, can be strengthened through a quality education, and the adoption of 

codes of ethi s or    ode of  ondu t  In K ut ily ‘s time edu  tion w s monopoly of 

the Brahmins and state could not interfere in their work. Though there were 

provisions for appointment of jobs based on capability and skill of a person. But right 

of equal education to all seems doubtful.  Class of    ras was not eligible for learning 

  stras even in theory. So, these codes of conduct were important for rulers and his 

ministers for just administration of state. These codes of conducts are not just 

instrumental but emancipatory. They lead to individual as well as societal happiness 

which I will discuss in next part. 

Part- 3: Happiness and Sukha 

The word 'happiness' is an umbrella term for all that is good. It is used 

interchangeably with terms like 'wellbeing', flourishing or 'quality of life' and denotes 
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both individual as well as social welfare. On the other hand, the word sukha is a 

Sanskrit word which could be translated as happiness, joy, delight, pleasant, pleasure, 

welfare and well-being in English. The most common usage of the term sukha is well-

being without any suffering or misery. 

“ ukhas a mulam dharmah  the  phorism expl ins the K ut ily ‘s  onception 

of happiness. It means: the basis of happiness is dharma   y h ppiness  K ut ily  

meant happiness of the people and by dharma he me nt the dutifulness of king  

   ording to K ut ily , as long as king and the administrator are conscious of their 

duties towards the people of their state, they will be happy and contended.  

This is further expressed in  phorism  s: ―praja sukhe sukham rajyaha 

prajnam cha hitehitam, natma prajam hitam, rajanah prajanam cha hitam priyam‖ 

this means: in the happiness of his publi  rests the king‘s h ppiness in their welf re 

his welfare. So, King must make effort to maximize happiness of his subjects. King 

should never think of his personal interest or welfare, but should try to find happiness 

in the happiness of his subjects.  

It is import nt here to note th t     ording to K ut ily   h ppiness is obt ined 

not by wealth but by following dharma. Wealth is not a direct source of happiness. 

This idea of happiness lying in righteousness or ethics is relevant to present time 

where everyone is running after wealth to attain happiness.  

Now since dharma is the root of happiness then what is the true meaning of 

dharma and how it adds to happiness? The term dharma in Sanskrit is derived from 

root word ‗dhr‘  whi h me ns to uphold  to sustain and to hold together. According to 

Ancient Indian text called dharmashastra, a person live his life according to his 
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preferences and likings (svadharma) but also harmonizes it with others at various 

stages of personal development (āshrama) from  hildhood to old  ge  K ut ily  

emphasized on dharma because it helps a person to achieve well-being in humdrum 

existence. Not only on dharma but K ut ily   lso emph sized of  ert in positive tr its 

such as truthfulness, purity, wisdom, freedom from spite, forgiveness to attain 

personal as well as collective well- being.  

Aristotle shared similar view on happiness. For Aristotle too happiness 

depends on the cultivation of virtue, though his conception of virtues is more 

individualistic than the essenti lly so i l virtues of K ut ily   K ut ily ‘s dis ussion on 

h ppiness mostly surrounds h ppiness of people residing in the st te  K ut ily  did not 

say much on individual happiness. The complete analysis of individual happiness 

could be seen in Aristotle‘s Nichomachean Ethics. Aristotle considered it to be the 

 entr l purpose of life  nd go l in itself  For K ut ily  ultim te go l of life is to  tt in 

four purushārtha i.e. artha-(material well-being), dharma  virtue)  k m   desire for 

an action), moksha( liberation).  

 nother interesting  ontr st between K ut ily   nd  ristotle is th t for the 

former ple sure is  on eived holisti  lly but for the l tter it is individu listi    ut 

K ut ily  did not  onsider ple sure to be ultim te go l of life r ther he discussed it in 

relation to the life-stages of ā hramas
45

 where enjoyment was the part of grihastha 

st ge  The ultim te go l of individu l life w s to  tt in liber tion whi h K ut ily  

                                                           
45

  An ā rama as described by ancient Indian text is four  ge-b sed life st ges  The four   r m s 

are: Brahmacharya( student), Grihastha (householder), Vanaprastha (retired) and Sannyasa 

(renunciation). 

 It is also a component of the ethical theories in Indian philosophy, where it is combined with four 

proper goals of human life (Purusartha), for fulfillment, pleasure and spiritual liberation. 
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derived from learning Vedas. And regarding ultimate happiness of the state and his 

subjects he relied of effective administration of justice.  

To promote prosperity of the people  nd st bility of the st te  K ut ily  

observed that it was essential that the state is running efficiently. And to run a state 

efficiently it requires wealth which has source in good administration or good 

governance. One who is able to control and conquer his desires is considered as 

competent to rule the state in a just and impartial manner. One   n note the hier r hy 

in thoughts of K ut ily  for  tt inment of h ppiness  Thus we   n s y th t K ut ily ‘s 

notion of happiness was systematic and clear compared to that of Aristotle. 

I h ve dis ussed in this  h pter the K ut ily ‘s  on ept of justi e  s s ien e of 

governance or Dan   anīti. For Kaut ily  st nd rd of justi e is  oer ive enfor ement  in 

accordance to dharma. We then discussed six factors which plays important role in 

 dministr tion of justi e  Out of those six f  tors first one i e  ‗Qu lities of king  nd 

ministers‘ is dis ussed in detail. The chapter began by collecting certain qualities that 

 re import nt for   just king  nd his minister   ut it w s s id th t ‗it is not possible for 

  person to h ve so m ny qu lities by birth‘  So  h pter highlights the import n e of 

education which helps in imparting such qualities. Apart from education chapter also 

highlights the importance of certain codes and conduct which every ruler and his 

ministers must possess for justice to prevail in society. These codes of conduct were 

honesty, fairness and impartiality. Then the chapter discusses the aim behind just 

administration of the empire i.e. happiness or sukha of the people.   

So far we have discussed the st tus of justi e in  ristotle  nd K ut ily   Justi e 

in Aristotle is delivered through practi  l wisdom  nd for K ut ily  justi e is delivered 
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within so iety through  oer ive enfor ement   oth of them  greed th t the go l of 

justi e is to deliver h ppiness  nd welf re in the so iety   oth  ristotle  nd K ut ily  

also agree that a society experience justice only in distributive equity. Next chapter of 

the thesis will look into these similarities and differences in detail. 
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CHAPTER 3 

ARISTOTLE AND KAUTILYA ON JUSTICE: A COMPARISON 

AND CONTRAST 

I in this  h pter would like to  omp re  nd  ontr st  ristotle  nd K ut ily  on the 

status of justice.  ristotle  nd K ut ily   re generally known as great philosophers of 

their times. Aristotle was a realist philosopher while Kaut ily  w s   pragmatist. 

K ut ily  h s been known  s   le rned  nd experien ed minister or    oun ilor to   

king. Aristotle, on the other hand, was not a counselor or a minister to a king, but a 

prolific writer or a professional teacher with an intellectual precision of a philosopher.  

There  re m ny  on epts  nd issues  on erning justi e whi h  re simil r in 

 ristotle  nd K ut ily   For inst n e, both favored equality in the distribution of goods 

and resources. Both aimed happiness and well-being of society and its people. Also, 

both emphasized the role of king in the administration of a state. In order make these 

issues clear I wish to divide this chapter into three parts. In Part-I, I will discuss the 

st tus of distributive justi e in  ristotle  nd K ut ily  in the  ontext of Distribution  nd 

Proportion  In P rt-II  I will dis uss simil rities  nd differen es between  ristotle  nd 

K ut ily  on teleology with emph sis on the individu l  nd the  olle tive  Fin lly in P rt 

III, I will discuss the role of a king or a guardian in the administr tion of justi e within 

the st te  K ut ily  gives a det iled des ription on how   ruler ought to be  K ut ily  not 

only discusses what an effective ruler does but he also prescribes a way to make a ruler 

successful and effective. Plato in The Republic does the same with few differences.   

Before I come to Part-I of the chapter, I would like to mention that Aristotle 

being a student of Plato was more concerned in formulating ethical doctrines in 

general and justice in particular whether it really works or does not work, where s 
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K ut ily  being   pr gm tist w s more  on erned tow rds the use of p rti ul r theory 

including that of justice.  ristotle‘s work w s m inly b sed on observ tion of   Greek 

 ity- st te  while K ut ily  was able to scrap from centuries-old history and politics of 

 īti āstra, Dharma āstra, earlier works of Artha āstra and  ahā hārata   With 

respe t to hum n n ture both  ristotle  nd K ut ily  sh red simil r views   oth were 

convinced that humans are carried away by their passions and appetitive and very few 

men are rational. Kaut ily  was of a view that very few people are virtuous on their 

own rest needs to be controlled and checked by punishment. Aristotle shared similar 

view; he says that a virtuous man is best of animals. And when a man breaks away 

from laws and justice he is most profane and vicious.  

Contributions m de by both  ristotle  nd K ut ilya are momentous. Both 

wanted to ensure a good life, justice and happiness to its citizens because they were of 

the opinion that people are most import nt elements of   st te  To this K ut ily  

de l res ―there   n be no  ountry without the h bit tion of men  nd no kingdom 

without    ountry ‖
1
  

Part- I: Distribution and Proportion 

Philosophy has given the considerable amount to attention to concept of distributive 

justice. Distributive justice concerns with just distribution of things and services in a 

society. ―A society in which incidental inequalities in outcome do not arise would be 

considered a society guided by the principles of distributive justice. The concept 

includes the available quantities of goods, the process by which goods are to be 

distributed, and the resulting allocation of the goods to the members of the society.‖
2
 

                                                           
1
  Kangle R.P, 1965: 53. 

2
  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Distributive_justice 
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In K ut ily   nd  ristotle‘s opinion benefits and burdens should not be 

distributed on the basis of birth and wealth a person acquires but on the basis of merit. 

Though many people work at the same place but one who brings best results must be 

awarded. When benefits and burdens are distributed in proportion to what one 

deserves then justice is being done. On the other hand, those who demand things on 

grounds of their wealth and birth have no basis of justice. 

We have already discussed in the first chapter that distributive justice deal 

with allocation and distribution of products, resources and wealth amongst the 

members of a society   oth  ristotle  nd K ut ily  proposed distributive justi e  nd 

employed proportion i.e. whatever an individual gets is directly proportional to his 

worth or merit, so a worthy person will receive more than an unworthy person. 

K ut ily  w s  on erned with the just process in the administration of state so 

he employed proportion in the distribution of w ges  nd s l ries to the workers  nd 

offi ers  For  K ut ily  there were two w ys in whi h st te‘s we lth  ould be 

distributed justly. They are: 

 By inheritance  

 By king‘s effort 

The  on ept of distributive justi e  ould be dis overed in different se tions of 

 rth   str   ‗Division of inherit n e‘ is one su h se tion  This se tion dis usses the 

division of ancestral property among sons and all living heirs. K ut ily  dis usses 

certain criteria which help in just distribution of the property. It is interesting to note 

that Artha āstra gives equ l rights of inherit n e to both m le  nd fem le heirs who 

h ve been m rried under l ws of m rri ge whi h K ut ily  deals in another section.  
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The  riteri  whi h K ut ily  l id with reg rd of division of  n estr l property 

formed the b sis of  ll l ws of inherit n e whi h exist in Indi  till now  Some  riteri ‘s 

were: 

 Division shall take place after the demise of the ancestors and the parents. 

 Self- acquired property of any sons is not divisible. 

 A father should distribute his property equally between all his sons without any 

distinction. 

 Division should be made of all those assets and liabilities which are in existence 

and of nothing that is not in existence. 

 Unequal distribution, deceptive distribution, bad distribution, secret acquisition 

of property or concealment shall be redistributed. 

 Property without plaintiff shall go to the king. 

The aim behind these criteria was to ensure fair distribution of wealth, goods 

and resources which further aimed to reduce the conflicts among the members of the 

family. Distributive justice concern with each and every member of the society be it a 

male, female, child, a lunatic, a blind or leapers. It ensures just distribution of not only 

wealth but benefits and burdens too.  

Artha āstra is a perfect example which discusses the distributive justice of 

each of these sections separately and clearly. As mentioned above females heirs had 

equal rights in inheritance to that of males. The female share was given differently, it 

was s id th t ―d ughters sh ll be p id  dequ te dowry on the o   sion of their 

m rri ge ‖
3
 Daughters also use to get a sh re in their mother‘s inherit n e for ex mple 

                                                           
3
  Shamasastry R, 1967: 185. 
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bronze plate and jewelry of their mother. Artha āstra also talks about the inheritance 

of property by the daughters with certain criteria.  

Reg rding lun ti s  blinds  le pers  nd idiots proper pro edure w s ensured to 

s fegu rd them  King w s to t ke   re of their food  nd  lothing  K ut ily   dds ―if 

these persons have been married (before they became fallen) and if their line is likely 

to become extinct, their relatives may beget sons for them and give proportional 

sh res of inherit n e to those sons ‖
4
  

Another section where the concept of distributive justice could be discovered 

in Artha āstra is where king takes effort in the administration of his empire. Various 

kinds of work are involved at the administrative level. States wealth is distributed in 

various ways i.e. in the form of wages, salaries, grants, reconstruction program etc. 

King along with his ministers takes effort to ensure justice in the distribution of state 

wealth. Employment of proportion in the distribution of wealth could be seen in the 

se tion where K ut ily  dis usses the ‗subsisten e of government serv nts‘   s 

mentioned above that according to the law of proportion, whatever an individual gets 

is directly proportional to his worth or merit  Simil rly K ut ily   dvised high in ome 

of 48,000 silver coins annually to the high-rank officers such as ministers, the 

 omm nder of the  rmy  the te  her  the s  rifi i l priest et   on the other h nd ―the 

door-keeper, the superintendent of the harem, the commander, the collector general 

and the ch mberl in w s given s l ry of 24 000 silver  oins  nnu lly ‖
5
 

K ut ily  w s of the opinion th t we lth should be distributed    ording to the 

n ture of work performed by the individu l   t the s me time  s ys K ut ily   th t 

                                                           
4
  Ibid., p.186. 

5
  Ibid., p.279. 
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amount should be distributed in such a way that the individuals stay serviceable, 

loyal, powerful supporter of the king‘s   use   nd  lso  n individu l   n sh ve 

following in their own  ommunities  ―The honor ble pl ym te of king  ār a ukta), 

the elephant driver, the sorcerer (mānavaka), and all kinds of attendants, teachers, and 

learned man shall have honorarium ranging from 500 to 1000 silver coins according 

to their merit ‖
6
 ―Serv nts le ding spies should get 250 silver  oins or in proportion to 

the work done by them ‖
7
 R P K ngle notes th t ―s l ries  ppe r to be on   f irly 

liberal scale. The purpose behind the provision of high salaries to the higher category 

of officers in stated to be the prevention of discontent among them against the regime 

and ensuring efficiency on their part.
8
  

K ut ily   lso suggested th t the king should in re se the w ges  nd 

subsistence of his servants in consideration of their learning and work. To ensure just 

distribution at the time of shortfall of a tre sury  K ut ily  suggested p yment in the 

form of both cash and kind to state servants. For ex mple ―for   w ge of 60 silver 

coins, one ā haka of grains should be fixed as maintenance in conformity with 

  sh ‖
9
 

 ristotle‘s concept of distributive justice involves distributing honors, money, 

and others assets, it refers to our understanding of justice as the mean between two 

extremes of unfairness. Aristotle agrees to the kind of justice which involves the 

distribution of things in proportion to merit. The concept of distributive justice has 

already been discussed in the first chapter of the thesis in detail i.e. what is 
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distributive justice, how it employs proportion etc. The present discussion will 

revolve around the analysis of different forms of government and finding out which 

implies distributive justice.  In book eight of Nichomachean ethics, Aristotle discusses 

a different form of government. Monarchy, aristocracy, and timocracy are considered 

to be good forms of government by Aristotle because they all extend privileges 

according to merit.  

Monarchy is an idealized form of government in which king rules the state 

with everyone‘s best interest in mind   risto r  y is the rule of the best  It is 

considered as the best form of government by Aristotle because it values everyone 

interest. Moreover aristocratic form of government distributes benefits and burdens on 

the basis of merit, with an outcome that those who deserve to govern do in fact 

govern.  Timocracy or polity is the rule of equals. The pattern of these governments 

could be seen in a household. For ex mple: ―the  sso i tion of   f ther with his sons 

has the form of a monarchy be  use he is  on erned for the welf re of his  hildren ‖
10

 

―The  sso i tion of husb nd  nd wife is  le rly  n  risto r  y  The m n rules by 

virtue of merit, and in the sphere that is his by right, but he hands over to his wife 

su h m tters  s  re suit ble to her ‖
11

  lso  ―the  sso i tion of brothers resembles 

timocracy because they are equals except in so far as they differ in age. Hence if the 

difference is great their friendship  e ses to be brotherly ‖
12

 

These forms of government may turn into perverted forms of government like 

tyranny, oligarchy and democracy. According to Aristotle, these perverted forms of 

government destroy the distributive justice within the society; as their whole aim is to 
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benefit a strong and wealthy class of the society. Tyranny, for example, is a perversion of 

a mon r hy  ― oth  re forms of one- man rule, but they are different because tyrant 

regards his own interest, but kings regard that of his subje ts ‖
13

 The relation of master 

and slave in household resembles a tyranny. Next, oligarchy is the perversion of an 

 risto r  y  In olig r hy ―ministers be ome  orrupt  nd distribute the resour es of the 

state without regard to merit, and keep all or most of the benefits for themselves, and 

confine public appointments to the same persons, because they pay more regards to 

we lth ‖
14

 Here what is right or just is determined by those who have property. Oligarchy 

can be seen in a household when husband asserts control over his wife not based on merit 

but on his superiority. Lastly, one can see the perversion of timocracy into democracy. 

Democracy is considered to be a perverted form of government because here all who 

satisfy property qualification are equals. Democracy is not based on merit but on 

numerical equality; whatever the majority decides is right and since there are poorer than 

any other, their opinion is the majority opinion. Democracy can be seen in a household 

where the head of a family is weak and all members are equal and free to do anything. 

The table representation of these forms of government is like: 

Rule Good forms of government Bad forms of government 

One Monarchy 

(It is like father rule over family) 

Tyranny 

( It is rule based on power) 

Few Aristocracy 

(It is rule based on merit) 

Oligarchy 

(It is rule based on wealth) 

Many Timocracy 

(It is rule based on honor) 

Democracy 

(It is rule based on property or wealth) 
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Amongst the good form of government, aristocracy is the best form of 

government because it prescribes distributive justice i.e. goods and services in this 

form of government are distributed on the basis of merit. Amongst bad forms of 

government most evil is tyranny because tyrant pursues only his own good rather than 

his subjects. And least bad is the democracy. Perverted states like Tyranny, oligarchy 

and democracy rest on a principle that equal in one thing should have an equal share 

in all, and an unequal in one thing should have unequal share in all. Democracy is 

least likely to result in the division, but oligarchy is likely to experience division 

because they disagree amongst themselves. Friendship in these different forms of 

government exists to the level where justice exists. A king is a friend to his subjects 

because he wishes to make them good  ―In aristocracy the friendship is by virtue of a 

relationship of superiority based on merit and in timocracy there is friendship based 

on equality. There is little friendship in the deviant forms of government of the three 

corrupt forms of government ‖
15

 Friendship is most likely to arise in mob rule. 

We have already discussed in the first chapter that distributive justice 

reinfor es  ristotle‘s  risto r ti  bi s  Women  working men   nd sl ves do not h ve 

the freedom to fully exercise all the virtues  so they will ne ess rily re eive   lesser 

sh re of the  ity‘s we lth  K ut ily  sh red a similar view. Aristotle concept of 

distributive justice is meant to ensure that the greatest privilege go to those male 

aristocrats who exhibit the greatest virtue rather than to those who have the greatest 

wealth, the greatest military strength or the most friend.  rotri a (learned Brahmin of 

Vedas) were considered to be most virtuous and were given special privileges like 

l nd free from t xes  nd fines  ―It is also laid down that the property of a  rotri a, 
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even when he dies without an heir, cannot escheat to the state like property of 

others ‖
16

 Just as Aristotle male aristocrats, Brahmins in Artha āstra enjoys a high 

status, privileges and concessions. Another simil rity between both  ristotle  nd 

K ut ily  is th t both f vor  orre tive justi e  long with distributive justi e  The 

section on inheritance in Artha āstra notes in the end th t ― ny kind of unequ l 

distribution, deceptive distribution, bad distribution etc. shall be re-distributed ‖
17

 

Similarly, a section on corrective justice in book five of Nichomachean Ethics notes 

that all that is unequally distributed between two parties must be re-distributed in 

accordance with arithmetical proportion.  In arithmetical proportion, the equal is a 

mean between the greater and the less.  

Women rights in the ownership of wealth and power also seem to be same in 

Artha āstra and in writings of Aristotle. In Artha āstra inherited property which was 

without any male heir was first given to other male members of the family and if 

nobody was there then went to daughters. Women were treated secondary to males by 

Aristotle too. As mentioned above, women and slaves, according to Aristotle, do not 

have the freedom to fully exercise all the virtues, so they will necessarily receive a 

lesser sh re of the  ity‘s we lth  So  we   n s y th t  ristotle  nd K ut ily  sh red 

similarities on the concept of distributive justice. 

Part- II:  Teleology: Individual and Collective. 

The Greek word telos mean goals, end, or purpose, and teleology is the study of goals, 

ends  nd purposes   ristotle‘s emph sis on teleology h s effe ts throughout his 

ethical and political philosophy. To understand why things are the way they are; we 
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must first understand what purpose they were planned to serve, says Aristotle. In 

 ristotle‘s opinion, there is a reason for everything and therefore discussion of 

teleology is necessary.  

In ethics Aristotle aims to find the ultimate purpose of human life, and in 

Politics, Aristotle says, purpose of the city-state is to arrange matters in such a way as 

to maximize the opportunities for its citizens to pursue; this again demonstrates his 

emphasis on teleology. Aristotle first recognizes that happiness is the ultimate good 

since all other goods are intermediate while happiness is final. We pursue other goods 

to achieve happiness, but happiness is valuable in itself.  

Artha āstra of K ut ily  presents views simil r to those of  ristotle  K ut ily  

was concerned with the welf re of the st te     ording to K ut ily  ultim te go l of a 

ruler, should be to maximize the welfare of his state. In Artha āstra discussion of 

telos were directed toward collective welfare more rather than individual welfare. On 

the other hand,  ristotle‘s ethi s w s  on erned with the discussion of individual 

happiness or welfare more than collective happiness and welfare.  

As we have already discussed in the first chapter that eudaimonia (which is 

often translated as happiness) is considered to be an ultimate or final goal that 

en omp sses the tot lity of one‘s life    ording to  ristotle  Happiness is the ultimate 

good since all other goods are intermediate while happiness is final. All other goods 

are pursued to achieve happiness, but happiness is valuable in itself. Now the problem 

that arises is how eudaimonia could be achieved. Pleasure is undeniably the 

motivation behind many actions, but it puts humans on the level of animals. Honor is 

another possibility, but it places too much emphasis on the praise of others. Aristotle 

concludes that eudaimonia could only be achieved when an activity of the soul is in 
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accordance with virtue. A eudaimonic life is not a life of pleasure which can be 

gained or lost after some time. It is more like an ultimate value of your life as lived up 

to this moment; eudaimonia is a self-sufficient, final and ultimate end.  

At an individual level, we can say that eudaimonia leads to the realization of 

valued human potential. Eudaimon is more concerned with the process of living well- 

whereas a person who seeks for pleasure will only be concerned with specific 

outcome namely the attainment of pleasure and absence of pain. Thus, one can say 

that a person who seeks happiness and one who seeks pleasure are on different routes.  

Aristotle was convinced that a genuinely happy life required the fulfillment of a 

broad range of conditions, including physical as well as mental well- being. It must be 

clear that eudaimonia look towards mental well-being but it is not a psychological state 

like pleasure but a way of living that focuses on what is intrinsically worthwhile to a 

human being. On the other hand, according to Aristotle, a person who seeks for 

pleasure confines himself to external things like wealth, material possessions, fame etc. 

Aristotle also claimed that happiness is necessarily rooted in human autonomy. 

A eudaimon will never be unreflective of his activities and will try to give meaning 

and value to his way of living. For Aristotle, eudaimon is a mindful person i.e. he is 

aware of happenings around him and thus make meaningful choices or we can say that 

he is in better position to make meaningful choices than a hedonistic person.  

What Aristotle said was not merely an argument or speculation. It has 

conceptual weight whi h is still relev nt in tod y‘s time  A recent study of Brown and 

Ryan (2004) shows that people who are more mindful are less materialistic, embrace 

more intrinsic values than extrinsic and experience less discrepancy between what 

they have and what they want. 
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At individual level eudaimonia leads to personal, mental and physical 

wellbeing. It has positive social implications too such as being more socially 

responsible. A eudaimon is more socially responsible because they are personally 

physically and mentally more stable than people who wander after material goods. A 

eudaimon will show more care, concern, and responsibility in their actions because 

his actions are in accordance with virtues. 

Collective happiness i.e. happiness of state or public resides in virtue of justice. 

Here Aristotle gives primacy to distributive justice. Aristotle thought that the practice 

of virtues would equate to happiness, in the sense of being all you could be. So, when a 

practice of different virtues leads to individual happiness similarly justice when 

prev ils in so iety le ds to  olle tive h ppiness  It w s  ristotle‘s belief th t by 

achieving justice, collective happiness would result. So for him laws of distributive 

justice and rectificatory justice were important so to achieve happiness within the state. 

We cannot separate virtue and happiness hence you may be rich but not happy at all.  

The Artha āstra discusses more about welfare of citizens rather than 

individu l h ppiness  K utily ‘s  on ept of e onomi s  nd h ppiness is centered on 

the concept of welfare; of both individual and of society. The idea of welfare of a 

state is repeated with great strength by K ut ily   R P K ngle quotes ―when law of 

fishes oppressed people, and son of Vivasvat known as Manu was made king one-

sixth part of grain and one-tenth part of goods and money was fixed as his share. The 

share to the king was fixed to ensure well-being of the people ‖
18

 People agreed to pay 

taxes and to be ruled by king to enjoy well-being and security.  As mentioned above 
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in Artha āstra the duty of king was to ensure the welfare or well-being of people. 

Well-being is referred as  o aks  ma in  rth   str    

The word implies more th n mere prote tion of person  nd property  ―Yoga 

refers to the successful accomplishment of an object while ks  ma refers to peaceful, 

undisturbed enjoyment of th t obje t ‖
19

 The word  o aks  ma involves the ide  of 

welf re  well-being  nd  lso the ide  of prosperity  nd h ppiness  Thus  K ut ily  

asserts in the text that "In the happiness of his subjects, rests the ruler's own 

happiness, in their welfare lies his welfare, whatever pleases him he shall not consider 

as good but whatever pleases his subjects he shall consider as good."
20

 R.P.Kangle 

says this is not a mere pious sentiment as W. Ruben thinks it is ―n tur l  oroll ry th t 

follows from the thesis that if the subjects are not happy and contended they might 

be ome dis ffe ted tow rds the ruler   nd th t might be the end of his rule ‖
21

 

To ensure the well-being of the people the state is expected to engage in 

various kinds of activities like: security of nation, settlement on virgin land, education 

of people, wealth of nation, building of dams, tanks and other irrigational works, 

facilities like trade and communication, increase in economic activity, the protection 

of livelihood, providing pastures for cattle, the protection of vulnerable segments of 

society, and the prevention of the harassment of citizens all these leads to welfare of 

individual and public. These undertakings cannot be denied, are meant to further the 

well-being of the subjects. 

For  the prote tion of livelihood  nd the prote tion of vulner ble segments of 

so iety K ut ily   dvised king to provide regul r subsisten e to the orph ns  the  ged  
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the helpless and the afflicted. Helpless women must be provided subsistence by the 

state when they are pregnant. 

For increase in wealth of nation the king was advised to construct dams, 

rivers, and roads, to maintain forests, and provide help and superintendence to places 

of pilgrimage. He is also to supervise the reservoirs constructed by cooperative 

enterprises of the people and to ensure that those who do not work get no gain from 

them. The king must protect agriculturists from molestation and other kinds of 

oppression, forced labor, and oppressive taxes. During famines, the king is asked to 

help the people by providing see and provisions. 

K ut ily  w s  onvin ed th t   brut l  nd unholy king who ignores the welf re 

of his subjects would fall a victim to passion or become vulnerable to enemies. A state 

with such a king is a weak state and people under such kinship  re not h ppy  

K ut ily  pro eeds to define the ide l ruler  s one "who is ever   tive in promoting the 

welfare of the people, and who endears himself by enriching them and doing well to 

them"  K ut ily  st tes th t king should  void m king  ny profits th t m y be h rmful 

to his subjects. Further  s ys K ut ily  th t king should take care of his subjects like a 

father, especially at the time of natural calamities. 

For incre se in e onomi    tivity  K ut ily   dvised king to provide proper 

infr stru ture for tr de   ommer e  nd industry through  onstru tion of ro ds   

providing  n impetus for n vig tion  K ut ily  w s the first politi  l thinker who 

seriously thought of all-Indian state or even empire. 

K ut ily  w s  w re th t  orruption   n never le d to welf re of so iety so 

strict actions must be taken to reduce corruption and crimes within the state. He was 
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not only concerned with corruption of officials (like village officials who force 

people, heads of departments who are corrupt, judges who ask bribes) but also general 

people in public life. In Artha āstra punishments for corrupt officials and traders are 

enumerated. The king is enjoined to punish thirty types of criminals after ascertaining 

their activities with the help of the spies.  

Security was another important element for the welfare of the society. The 

welfare of the subjects resides in the security of both person and property. And such 

security is disturbed by  nti- so i l elements like thieves  nd robbers   orrupt 

offi i ls  de eitful mer h nts et    nd thus   good  dministr tion is ne ess ry in order 

to ensure individu l se urity  nd so i l st bility  K ut ily  emph sized on import n e 

of spies for efficient working of administration.  

There is differen e in  on ept of welf re with whi h K ut ily  is  on erned 

with and concept of happiness with which Aristotle is concerned. Welfare is 

concerned primarily with the overall well-being of individuals in a society and it's 

mostly the responsibility of the government or  n institution  s rightly understood  nd 

dis ussed by K ut ily   while h ppiness is  tt ined by  n individu l from the 

satisfaction he/she derives from an accomplishment of a goal etc. 

K ut ily 's vision of welf re  nd h ppiness w s undoubtedly rooted in the 

 l ssi  l ide s of virtue like  ristotle  nd he  dmired  our ge  truth  fortitude  nd  ll  

 ut he did not h ve mu h interest in pure philosophi  l spe ul tion like  ristotle 

r ther K ut ily  w s more concerned with practical moral virtues. 

For both K ut ily   nd  ristotle  on ept of justi e w s import nt for individu l 

and collective happiness or welfare. But both differ in the  ppli  tion of justi e with 
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in so iety  nd individu l  In K ut ily ‘s opinion justice is- ensuring welfare of people 

and welfare is when there is no corruption in society, when members of society are 

given environment and resources to survive and each member is given its due 

according to his or her capability. For Aristotle, justice resides in virtue. A just man 

according to Aristotle is a virtuous man and the man who has all potentials to reach 

the goal of eudaimonia.  

Since we have highlighted the importance of happiness or welfare for 

individual and society, thus, now it is important to discuss the role of a Guardian and 

Rājarishi who brings up happiness and welfare in the society.  

Part- III: Guardian and           

As already discussed, Aristotle talks about six kinds of constitution, three just and 

three unjust. Aristocracy was regarded as the best type of constitution because it is the 

just type of constitution which benefits everyone in the state. Both Plato and Aristotle 

were in favor of an aristocrat ruler or we can say that they were in favor of the 

concept of ruling elite, which Plato finds in philosopher king. Plato was of the opinion 

that state should be ruled by a supreme guardian. Plato divides his just society into 

three classes: the producers, the auxiliaries and the guardians. The guardians are 

responsible for ruling the city. They are chosen from among the ranks of the 

auxiliaries, and are also known as philosopher-kings.  

Guardians, according to Plato, were competent enough to determine the laws 

in the state and with proper education were competent enough to decide on legislative 

policies.  Since guardians desired knowledge and nothing from materialistic world 

therefore they were incorruptible. In book two of The Republic, Plato discusses the 
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qualities of the guardian class. Plato compares guardians with watchdogs and shows 

that they need to have physical strength, courage and philosophic temperament. Plato 

clearly says that guardian class must be spirited i.e. nature good for fighting or in 

other words they must have a fighting element in them. To this Plato explains: 

―This is not merely the instin t of  ggression  but r ther th t whi h prompts 

to resist n e; is des ribed  s something ‗un onquer ble ‘ whi h m kes   m n 

in all things fearless and not to be beaten. But the guardians must also possess 

in a high degree an element complementary to this; for if we imagine men 

entirely  onsisting of ‗spirit‘ su h men would simply te r one  nother in 

pie es;   so iety  omposed of them  ould not exist ‖
22

 

The complimentary element which Plato is talking in above lines is an element 

of attraction. This is what he calls philosophic element. Philosophy in man, according to 

Plato, helps him to discriminate between known and unknown. But it is not a 

philosophy which helps him to discriminate rather love for knowledge. To this Plato 

gives ex mple of   dog  ―the dog distinguishes the sight of friend  nd foe simply by 

knowing one and not knowing the other. And the creature that distinguishes between 

the familiar and the unfamiliar on the grounds of knowledge or ignorance must surely 

be gifted with   re l love of knowledge ‖
23

 So a good guardian must have philosophical 

disposition and a love of learning. So we can say that, a good guardian must have 

following characteristics: high spirits, strength and philosophical disposition.  

Regarding the education of guardians Plato was of the opinion that both 

elementary and higher education is necessary. Elementary education includes training 

of people‘s mind  nd body through musi   nd gymn sti s  Gymn sti  tr ining w s 

intended to fit the young citizen for military and other duties which require a strong 

and healthy physique. There was restriction by the state on the type of music and 
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poetry which youth listen and read. Because according to Plato reading Homer and 

Hesiod could misguide the thoughts of youth. Thus, there was rigid censorship by the 

state in process of education. Elementary education goes up to the age of eighteen. 

Second, a higher education, which includes training to people up to age of thirty-five, 

includes training in science, philosophy, astronomy geometry etc. the whole purpose 

of this stage of education is to train both character and moral and aesthetic judgement. 

Thus from first stage onwards education is method of helping the soul to see the good 

but in all kinds of different ways.  

It is important to mention here that Plato subdivided the guardian class into 

Guardian proper or Rulers, and Auxiliaries. Those who stood the entire test well to the 

end will be Guardian proper. The younger members of the services will be Auxiliaries 

to the Guardian proper and will carry out principles they lay down. After discussing 

the selection procedure of guardians Plato moves further to describe hoe life of 

guardian should be. Plato denied private property to the guardians they must live a life 

of austere simplicity. Plato denied private property to guardians because he thought 

that property was the chief temptation that led men to sacrifice the welfare of the 

public to personal interest. Plato writes: 

―They  lone  therefore  of  ll the  itizens are forbidden to touch or handle 

silver or gold; they must not come under the same roof as them, nor wear 

them as ornaments, nor drink from vessels made of them. Upon this their 

safety and that of the state depends. If they acquire private property in land, 

houses, or money, they will become farmers and men of business instead of 

guardians, and harsh tyrants instead of partners in their dealings with their 

fellow citizens, with whom thy will live on terms of mutual hatred and 

suspi ion…‖
24
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Plato not only denied private property but also denied family life to the 

guardians. And the important objection was raised on this kind of life of guardians i.e. 

how come guardians will be happy if they will be denied private and family life. Plato 

at this point reply in a utilitarian way he argues: 

―…our  im in founding the  ommonwe lth w s not to m ke  ny one  l ss 

especially happy, but to secure the greatest possible happiness for the 

community as a whole. For the moment, we are constructing, as we believe, 

the state which will be happy as a whole, not trying to secure the well-being 

of   sele t few ‖
25

 

So to Plato the kind of happiness what has been asked in objection for 

guardians will make them anything rather than guardians.  

Now regarding duties of guardians which Plato expects them to discharge 

while governing the state is first to check that in the third class which alone possess 

property  doesn‘t possess too mu h of we lth or too little     ording to Pl to too 

much of wealth makes them lazy and too little destroys their efficiency. So it is 

gu rdi n‘s duty to keep both ri hes  nd poverty out of st te  Se ond duty of gu rdi ns 

is to maintain level of population within state. Guardian must not allow state to grow 

too large or too small as it will be difficult to unite a large state and will be difficult to 

meet its own needs adequately if size of the state is too small.  Third duty was to 

check that benefits and burdens in different social classes are distributed on the basis 

of merit and not on basis of birth. Fourth and most important duty of guardian was to 

maintain education for all in the community. Plato was of opinion that if education 

will be maintained, which is most difficult amongst all for guardians to do, then all 

other duties will be easily fulfilled. To this Pl to writes: ―if they h ve on e been 
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educated in the principle of devotion to the community, they will easily recognize the 

 onsequen es of th t prin iple ‖
26

  

So, we can say that guardian must provide the most harmonious exchange of 

services and satisfaction of needs, a man performing his function and state securing 

his freedom. Thus, when every member perform his duties assigned to him in the state 

without interfering in others job then all members of society are just-members and 

society with such members is just-society.  

 ristotle r ised few obje tions on Pl to‘s view on how gu rdi n should be? 

Aristotle was of opinion that it was unnecessary for a ruler to be a philosopher rather a 

king should listen to and take the advice of true philosophers. In doing so, he would 

enhance his sovereignty with good performances and not merely with fine words. 

Though Aristotle was not in favor of a philosopher king but he stressed that good 

ruler must be a wise and practical man.  

Aristotle objects that Plato deprives his Guardians even of happiness, 

maintaining that happiness of the common people should be the object of the 

legisl tion   In  ristotle‘s opinion, Guardians must not sacrifice their happiness for 

power and control because Guardians who lead such a strict life will also think it 

necessary to impose the same strict lifestyle on the society they govern.  

Also, Aristotle disagrees with Plato on the issue of depriving guardians with 

family life. Aristotle states that the family is more natural than the state. The natural 

basis for the family affords a special status in the consideration of human association. 

Family is important for survival and maintenance of life for an individual, so it is not 
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good to disassociate guardian from his family to serve the state. The attachment to 

one‘s family is a natural impulse; the problem comes with its excess.  So, according to 

Aristotle there is no harm if guardians own property and stay with family what is 

necessary is to che k th t it doesn‘t de enter them from the t sk of ruling city and 

su h   quisition doesn‘t m ke them greedy  nd p rti l   

Plato and Aristotle view on guardian share certain similarity with rājarishi of 

K ut ily   Though there  re m rked differen es too  Rājarishi is a combination of 

―r j ‖  nd ―rishi‖    person is   lled rājarishi when he is visionary like seer (rishi) to 

ensure the h ppiness of people  nd   person is   lled king  r j ) when he perform his 

duties in   se ul r m nner     ording to K ut ily , a rājarishi is one who gives up 

worldly pleasure to pursue philosophy. It is not necessary that rājarishi is a ruler; he 

can be an advisor, friend and guide to a king. Rājarishi played an important role in 

administration work.  

   ording to K ut ily     rājarishi is a person who has self-control over him 

and captured the temptation of the senses and cannot be swayed by desires and 

emotions. He makes sure that his people are well protected, and they lead a happy and 

peaceful life. He himself follows the path of Dharma i.e. righteous conduct and makes 

sure th t the prin iple of ―Dharma‖ is observed by  ll  He  onst ntly works on his 

own improvement by learning in all branches of knowledge which are requisite for 

good administration. He represents the principle of sacredness and secularism which 

is most importantly required to lead a state. 

K ut ily  says that in the ‗happiness of his subjects lies the king's happiness, in 

their welfare his welfare.‘ For this purpose, he has proposed certain basic features by 
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which the King or Rājarishi must abide. These are as follows: 

―  Rājarishi [a king, wise like a sage] is one who: has self-control, having 

conquered the [inimical temptations] of the senses, cultivates the intellect by 

association with elders, is ever active in promoting the security and welfare of 

the people, endears himself to his people by enriching them and doing good to 

them  nd  voids d ydre ming    pri iousness  f lsehood  nd extr v g n e ‖
27

 

A Rājarishi shall always respect those councilors and purohitas who warn him 

of the dangers of transgressing the limits of good conduct, reminding him sharply of 

the times prescribed for various duties and caution him even when he errs in private. 

A king can reign only with the help of others; one wheel alone does not move a 

chariot. Therefore, a king should appoint advisers as councillors and ministers and 

listen to their advice. The work of the government is diversified and is carried on 

simultaneously in many different places, the king cannot do it all himself; he, 

therefore, has to appoint ministers who will implement it at the right time and place.  

According to Kautilya, a Rajarshi is one who
28

: 

 Has exercised self-control over his senses, and keep such passions as lust, anger, 

avarice, pride and so on in check.  

 Cultivates the intellect by association with elders; 

 Avoids addiction to vices. 

 Must look forward to security and welfare of the people. 

 Ensures the observance (by the people) of their dharma by authority. 

 Improves his own discipline by learning in all branches of knowledge; and must 

adjust his conduct in respect of the three goals. 

                                                           
27

 Sihag, Balbir. S, ―Kautilya on Administration of Justice During The Fourth Century B.C ‖ p. 361. 
28

  Kangle R.P, 1965: 130-131. 
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 Keeps his eyes open through spies. 

 Must look forward to happiness of his subjects first. 

Regarding the life of a rājarishi K ut ily  is of the opinion that a rājarishi must 

lead a saintly life. A saintly life doesn‘t me n   life of a monk who leaves worldly 

life, but a life free from inimical temptations of the senses. A rājarishi must keep the 

 omp ny of  ged to g in wisdom  He   n fulfill his desire without viol ting 

righteousness  nd e onomy  In K ut ily ‘s opinion   king   n m rry  nd   n h ve 

f mily life  Wh t   tu lly K ut ily  denied w s ex ess of  nything  when  nything is 

enjoyed to excess, hurts not only the others but also oneself.  

   ording to K ut ily   rājarishi must study philosophy  s it ―throws light on 

all branches of learning, giving them their significance and it provides a rational basis 

for  ll   tions  nd duties ‖
29

 It may be pointed out that for Plato philosopher could be 

ruler but for K ut ily  philosophy is a part of training process of a ruler  K ut ily  

never appealed for a philosopher king like that of Plato.  

Regarding duties of the rājarishi Artha āstra notes three important terms i.e. 

raks an a  pālana and  o aks  ma. Raks an a can be translated as ―to prote t‖   ālana is 

to take care and term  o aks  ma ―implies the ide  of welf re  well-being, including 

the ide  of prosperity  h ppiness  nd so on ‖
30

  So it is duty of a rājarishi to protect 

his subjects ―from anti- social elements like deceitful artisans and traders, thieves, 

dacoits and murderers, as well as their protection from natural calamities such as fire, 

flood etc.‖
31

 Rājarishi must  lso prote t property of   person  To prote t person  nd 

                                                           
29

  Kangle R.P, 1965: 130. 
30

  Ibid., p 118. 
31

  Ibid., p 117. 
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his property is not enough    ording to K ut ily , a rājarishi must also take care of his 

subjects by giving them proper assistance and security. When rājarishi will look into 

protection and security of his subjects; welf re of his st te will follow  utom ti  lly  

His subje ts will be h ppy  nd  ontended  K ut ily  in his  on ept of rajārishi 

indicated welfarism. That is why Artha āstra  sserts: ―In the h ppiness of the subje ts 

lies the happiness of the king, and in what is beneficial to the subjects his own 

benefits et  ‖
32

 Apart from all these duties there is another duty which is expected 

from the ruler i.e. the ruler must see that his subjects carries out the duties of the 

varn as and ā ramas. The preservation of Vedic social order is an important duty laid 

on ruler. 

Now, Pl to‘s Ide  of "Philosopher King‖  expe ts ruler to be wisdom lover the 

king is expe ted to look into  ll  spe ts before t king  ny   tion  On the other h nd 

K ut ily  Ide  of Rājarishi is also for Virtuous or Wise king. Both are of opinion that 

ruler should rise above his ill-disposed temptation , must be watchful   open to new 

ide s   lw ys promoting se urity  nd welf re of people  le rning through v rious 

sour es   voiding overindulgen e into  nything  K ut ily  though st ted the 

importance of philosophical discipline to the ruler but never prescribed to the ide  of 

―philosopher king‖  s Pl to   ristotle like K ut ily  never thought th t ruler must be   

philosopher   oth  ristotle  nd K ut ily  were of opinion th t   philosopher   n be   

guide, teacher or a friend to a ruler but not necessarily a ruler himself.   

Also, Plato's "Philosopher king" or Kautilya's "Rājarishi needs a special level 

of education that is to be given to run the state successfully. This specific education 

                                                           
32
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gives knowledge that will allow only best leaders to govern the state. The idea of 

"philosopher king" or "Rājarshi" basically represents leaders who are just, fair and 

consider well- being of people as their primary responsibility. 

The point of distin tion between both Pl to  nd K ut ily  is th t Pl to‘s 

guardian possesses no family of his own, but they strive for the state. Their only aim 

is to protect their subjects from all kinds of ills by offering them the greatest 

happiness. Rājarishi on other hand possess a family of his own but still guards his 

subjects with all kinds of welfare me sures  K ut ily  sh re simil rity with  ristotle 

here, Aristotle criticized Plato for denying family life to guardians. Aristotle realized 

the import n e of f mily in one‘s life  nd the role th t f mily pl ys in welf re of 

individu l  So like K ut ily , Aristotle allowed the f mily to the ruler   oth K ut ily  

and Aristotle were of opinion what is important is to maintain a balance between the 

personal relations and duties of king.  The personal life of king should not affect his 

duties as a ruler. 

Another point of distinction is that the kind of ruler which Plato wants for the 

state i.e. one who is a philosopher too, is an active ruler, but rājarishi is both active 

and reactive, but still ethical ruler. Artha āstra portrays rājarishi as a fighter and a 

warrior- who not only fights for the cause of his subject but also follows an ethical 

code, stays people centric and runs the effective administration. Rājarishi has 

knowledge and wisdom, but Pl to‘s king is only knowledgably active. 

So, we can saw that there were simil rities  nd dissimil rities between 

 ristotle  nd K ut ily  on justi e   oth of them h ve proposed distributive justi e; 

have employed proportion with Honesty, Fairness and Impartiality for the effective 
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implementation of justice. Both of them have regarded justice as teleological with the 

aim of Eudaimonia or welf re of the so iety  Even Pl to‘s  ttempt to re ognise the 

pl  e of   Gu rdi n is simil r to K utily ‘s Rājarishi, though there are differences in 

details.  

To summarize, the chapter compared and contrasted different concepts and 

issues in writings of Aristotle  nd K ut ily   The first part of the chapter compared 

Aristotle‘s  nd K ut ily ‘s  on ept of distributive justi e   oth were of opinion the 

benefits and burdens should not be distributed on the basis of birth and wealth of a 

person, but on the b sis of merit  K ut ily ‘s distributive justi e w s dis ussed in light 

of  dministr tive pro ess where king‘s   tive p rti ip tion w s found in the just 

distribution of goods and resources to his subjects. On the other hand, Aristotle 

distributive justice was discussed in light of the best form of government. Out of six 

different types of government discussed, Aristotle crowned aristocracy to be the best 

form of government which distributes goods and services on the basis of merit. In 

next part of the chapter, we  omp red  nd  ontr sted  im of justi e    ording to 

 ristotle  nd K ut ily   We s w th t for both  ristotle  nd K ut ily  well-being of 

society was the aim of justice. But Aristotle discussed it through a  on ept of 

h ppiness  nd K ut ily  through a concept of welfare. In Last part of the chapter, we 

highlighted the role of king in bringing up distributive justice, happiness and welfare 

within society. Here we discussed Plato and  ristotle‘s view on the gu rdi n  nd 

 omp red it with K ut ily ‘s rājarishi. 
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CONCLUSION 

In the present study, I have tried to analyze, discuss and compare the status of justice 

in the philosophy of  ristotle  nd K ut ily   Justi e is indeed   philosophi  lly 

contested concept. It includes rule of law, a question of morality, different virtues and 

much more. It is studied in a different domain like social, moral, political and legal. 

Indian and Greek philosophical traditions have viewed it differently. The former 

delineates justice as rule of law or science of government. The latter explicates justice 

more in ethical terms which describe justice as a virtue. Despite the differences, both 

the traditions believe that the justice is something which is both collectively and 

individually important, and no society or an individual can prosper without its 

prevalence.  Justice can be understood from various points of views, such as social, 

political, legal, ethical, psychological, philosophical and so on.  

The concept of justice opens up a v st r nge of vexed questions before us  

 nd  in order to find  nswers for the s me  I h ve explored the  on ept of justi e in 

 ristotle‘s  nd K ut ily ‘s philosophy; historically and philosophically. Throughout 

the work, I have mainly focused on the concept of justice and its status within the 

framework of ethics and law. It is clear that both the thinkers borrowed their concept 

of justice from their prede essors‘ thoughts   ristotle h s dr wn it from Pl to‘s 

philosophy  Likewise  K ut ily  w s  lso gre tly influen ed by  n ient Indi n texts 

like Dharma āstra,  īti āstra,  ahā hārata an   arli r Artha āstra. However, both 

the thinkers developed in their own ways. 

Philosophically both thinkers accept that justice lies in actions. For Aristotle, it 

is   tions of   m n whi h  re just or unjust  For K ut ily , too justice lies in actions 
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and in thoughts. For him, just thoughts lead to just actions. Thus, both the thinkers 

agree simil rly in   few  spe ts  nd  lso differ  onsider bly   In the  ourse of the 

 bove philosophi  l  n lysis of  ristotle  nd K ut ily   I h ve tried to bring out the 

similarities and differences on the concept of justice.   

I have explained and elaborated  ristotle‘s st tus of justi e within the 

fr mework of ethi s  I st rted doing it by first dis ussing Pl to‘s  on ept of justi e 

which is both ethical and metaphysical. Plato describes the status of justice 

metaphysically in his concept of the harmony of soul and in his theory of forms. And 

ethically he describes justice as a virtue. Plato conception of justice was idealistic. His 

discussion on justice in state and individual is profound, but their applicability in real 

world scenario seems to be difficult or rather impossible. Type of king, philosopher 

king, which Plato wants for the state and duties, ascribed to him demand too much from 

human nature. On the other hand, Aristotle philosophy is realistic in comparison to 

Plato. Aristotle discussion on particular justice and its further division into distributive 

and rectificatory justice deals with a real situation of life and tries to solve its problem.  

Both Plato and Aristotle considered eudaimonia to be the goal of life. Both 

agreed that justice is important to achieve eudaimonia within society. But we found a 

detailed analysis of this concepts i.e. eudaimonia in Aristotle. Aristotle also discussed 

in detailed how practical wisdom or Phronesis helps us to achieve eudaimonia.  We 

discussed that in Aristotle‘s opinion everything has an aim or purpose- there is telos 

involved in everything. Achieving this purpose led to arete or excellence. The telos of 

man were eudaimonia which is happiness or flourishing–a life lived to its utmost. The 

path to eudaimonia is paved with decisions made with practical wisdom. 
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In K ut ily ‘s philosophy justi e  ould be understood within the fr mework of 

ethi s  nd l w   Ethi s of  rth   str  is b sed on Vedi  ide ls  K ut ily  strongly 

emphasized on dharma in the administration of justi e  K ut ily  equ tes justi e with 

dharma. By dharma as we discussed he meant sense of honor, duty, virtuous actions, 

and responsibility. For him, following dharma is justice and not following it is an 

injustice.  Legally, he described justice as the s ien e of government or rule of l w  

K ut ily  dis usses in det il  dministr tion of justi e in so iety  In  rth   str   he h s 

discussed rules and regulations for each section of society and for each member of the 

administration. This makes his concept of justice clear and systematic.  

K ut ily  dis ussed six f  tors whi h pl yed an important role in the 

administration of justice within a state. These were: Qualities of the king and his 

ministers, Economy, Life of the people, treasury, Strength of Army, Allies. Each and 

every factor played a significant role but in the thesis we took up first factor i.e. 

‗qu lities of king  nd his minister‘ in det il   ll other f  tors were dis ussed p rti lly  

To inculcate various qualities within king, the thesis then highlighted the importance of 

education for the ruler. Learning of  nvīs hikī (philosophy),  ra ī (the Vedic lore), Vārttā 

(economics) and Dan   anīti (the political sciences)  s insisted by K ut ily  w s dis ussed 

in detail. But in a course of the discussion it was said that knowledge alone is not enough 

for the administration of justice in the state. King and his ministers must follow a certain 

code of conduct. These codes of conduct, namely honesty, fairness and impartiality, help 

ruler and his ministers in the administration of a state, justly. So then the thesis discussed 

these codes of conduct in detail. The aim behind preparing ruler with these qualities was 

not just to administer state justly but to bring upon individual and collective welf re  nd 

h ppiness  So  we dis ussed the K ut ily ‘s  on eption of h ppiness   
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We then developed  omp rison  nd  ontr st between  ristotle  nd K ut ily  

regarding concept of justice, we observed that both the thinkers contemplate the same 

issue that how justice could be attained within society or how a just society can be 

formed.  According to Aristotle it is the practical wisdom or Phronesis, the golden 

mean between the excess and the deficiency of all kind of virtues that we can possibly 

vindicate an action to be ‗just‘  nd thereby derive the notion of justi e. Aristotle 

started to discuss justice from the individual level by the discussion of virtues and 

then gradually defined it at the so iet l level through distributive justi e  Simil rly  

K ut ily   in Indian political philosophy, says that justice could be achieved only 

through  an   anīti i.e. through the s ien e of government  Here we s w th t K ut ily  

rather than focusing on individual level focused primarily on societal level and thus 

laid down rules and regulations in administration of justice.   

On the basis of above discussion, we can conclude that there are in-depth 

differences in K ut ily ‘s  nd  ristotle‘s notion of justi e  K ut ily  strongly presents 

systematic and well-organised work on justice,  nd  rth   str   ont ins descriptive 

insights about the factors of administration. K ut ily ‘s philosophy binds various 

concepts of honesty, fairness, impartiality, welfare and happiness. K ut ily  

remarkably elaborated the importance of the notion of justice and its relation to 

society.  e it   just ruler  just  dministr tion or just rules  nd regul tion  K ut ily ‘s 

concepts and ideas regarding administration are relevant in tod y‘s er . They are 

useful to illustrate several modern administrative ideas. He codified and modified 

rules and regulation by keeping in mind actual scenario unlike Aristotle who talked of 

ideal state. K ut ily ‘s work is the grounding factor for the holistic way to govern a 

society.  
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